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In [Ergodic Theory Dynam. System, 16 (1996) 663–682], S. Ferenczi proved that any minimal subshift with first
difference of complexity bounded by 2 isS-adic withCard(S) ≤ 327. In this paper, we improve this result by giving
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for this particular case.
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1 Introduction
A classical tool in the study of sequences (or infinite words)with values in an alphabetA is thecomplexity
functionp that counts the numberp(n) of words of lengthn that appear in the sequence. Thus this function
allows to measure the regularity in the sequence. For example, it allows to describe all ultimately periodic
sequences as exactly being those for whichp(n) ≤ n for some lengthn [MH40]. By extension, this
function can obviously be defined for any language or any symbolic dynamical system (orsubshift). For
surveys over the complexity function, see [All94, Fer99] or[BR10, Chapter 4].
The complexity function can also be used to define the class ofSturmian sequences: it is the family
of aperiodic sequences with minimal complexityp(n) = n + 1 for all lengthsn. Those sequences are
therefore defined over a binary alphabet (becausep(1) = 2) and a large literature is devoted to them
(see [Lot02, Chapter 1] and [Fog02, Chapter 6] for surveys).In particular, these sequences admit sev-
eral equivalent definitions such as natural codings of rotations with irrational angle or aperiodic balanced
sequences. Moreover, it is well known [MH40] that the subshift they generate can be obtained by suc-
cessive iterations of two morphisms (or substitutions)R0 andR1 defined (when the alphabetA is {0, 1})
by R0(0) = 0, R0(1) = 10, R1(0) = 01 andR1(1) = 1. To generate not all Sturmian subshifts but
all sturmian sequences it is necessary [MS93, BHZ06] to consider two additional morphismsL0 andL1
defined byL0(0) = 0, L0(1) = 01, L1(0) = 10 andL1(1) = 1. In general, a sequence (or subshift)
obtained by such a method, that is, obtained by successive iterations of morphisms belonging to a setS,
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is called anS-adic sequence (or subshift), accordingly to the terminology of adic systems introduced by
A. M. Vershik [VL92].
Beside Sturmian sequences, many other families of sequences are usually studied in the literature.
Among them one can find generalizations of Sturmian sequences, such as codings of rotations [Did98,
Rot94] or of interval exchanges [Rau79, FZ08], Arnoux-Rauzy sequences [AR91] and episturmian se-
quences [GJ09]. One can also think about automatic sequences [AS03] linked to automata theory and
morphisms.
An interesting point is that all of these mentioned sequences have a linear complexity, i.e., there exists
a constantD such that for all positive integersn, p(n) ≤ Dn. In addition, we can usually associate a
(generally finite) setS of morphisms to these sequences in such a way that they areS- dic. It is then
natural to ask whether there is a connection between the facto beingS-adic and the fact of having a
linear complexity. Both notions cannot be equivalent since, thanks to Pansiot’s work [Pan84], there exist
purely morphic sequences with a quadratic complexity. However, we can imagine a stronger notion of
S-adicity that would be equivalent to having a linear complexity. In other words, we would like to find a
conditionC such thata sequence has linear complexity if and only if it isS-adic satisfying the condition
C. This problem is called theS-adic conjectureand is due to B . Host. Up to now, we have no idea about
the nature of the conditionC. It may be a condition on the setS of morphisms, or a condition on the way
in which they must occur in the sequence of morphisms. There exist xamples [DLR13] supporting the
idea that the answer should be a combination of both, supporting the difficulty of the conjecture.
Another difficulty of the conjecture is that all knownS-adic representations of families of sequences
strongly depend on the nature of these sequences which makesgen ral properties difficult to extract. In
addition, the characterization of everywhere growing purely morphic sequences with linear complexity
(obtained by Pansiot) can only be generalized into a sufficient condition forS-adic sequences [Dur00,
Dur03] and many (a priori natural) conditions overS-adic sequences are even not sufficient to guarantee
a linear complexity [DLR13]. Nevertheless, S. Ferenczi [Fer96] provided a general method that, given any
uniformly recurrent sequence with linear complexity, produces anS-adic representation with a finite set
S of morphisms and such that all images of letters under the product of morphisms have length growing
to infinity. By a refinement of Ferenczi’s proof, the author [Ler12b] managed to highlight a few more
necessary conditions of theseS-adic representations, but which unfortunately were not sufficient to ensure
linear complexity. A different (although closely linked) proof of that result can also be obtained using a
generalization of return words [LR13], a tool that has been hlpful to find anS-adic characterization
of the family of linearly recurrent sequences [Dur00, Dur03] (that includes the primitive substitutive
sequences [Dur98, DHS99]).
In Ferenczi’s proof, the algorithm that produces the morphisms is based on an extensive use ofRauzy
graphs. These graphs first appeared in [Rau83] and are powerful tools study combinatorial properties
of sequences or subshifts. For example, they are at the basisof a deep result due to J. Cassaigne [Cas96]
stating that a sequence has linear complexity if and only if the first difference of its complexityp(n +
1)− p(n) is bounded. They also allowed T. Monteil [BR10, Chapter 7], [Mon05, Chapter 5] to improve
a result due to M. Boshernitzan [Bos85] by giving a better bound on the number of ergodic invariant
measures of a subshift. However, these graphs are usually difficult to compute as soon as the complexity
exceeds a very low level. For this reason, the extraction of pr perties of theS-adic representation from
these graphs is usually hard. Anyway, applying these methods to subshifts for which the difference of
complexityp(n+1)−p(n) is no more than to 2 for everyn, Ferenczi succeeded to prove that the number
of morphisms built in such a way is less than327.
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In this paper, we strongly improve this bound and show the exist nce of a setS of 5 morphisms such
that any minimal subshift with first difference of complexity bounded by 2 isS-adic. Furthermore, we
give necessary and sufficient conditions on sequences inSN to be anS-adic representation of such a
subshift. In other words, we solve theS-adic conjecture for this particular case. This characterization
contains the Sturmian subshifts, the Arnoux-Rauzy subshifts, the three-interval-exchange subshifts and
the subshifts with complexity2n, some of which were studied by G. Rote [Rot94].
As a corollary, the obtainedS-adic representations provide Bratteli-Vershik representations of the con-
cerned subshifts. Historically, O. Bratteli [Bra72] introduced infinite graphs (subsequently calledBrat-
teli diagrams) partitioned into levels in order to approximateC∗-algebras. With other motivations, Ver-
shik [Ver82] associated dynamics (adic transformations) to these diagrams by introducing a lexicographic
ordering on the infinite paths of the diagrams. This orderingis induced by a partial order on the edges
between two consecutive levels, it can then be defined by an adj cency matrix between the two consid-
ered levels and thus by a morphism. For more details, see [BR10, Chapter 6] and see [War02] for the link
between Bratteli diagrams andS-adic systems.
By a refinement of Vershik’s constructions, the authors of [HPS92] have proved that any minimal
Cantor system is topologically isomorphic to a Bratteli-Vershik system (Vershik already obtained this
result in [Ver82] in a measure theoretical context). These Bratteli-Vershik representations are helpful
in dynamics, mainly with problems about recurrence. But, being given a minimal Cantor system, it
is generally difficult to find a “canonical” Bratteli-Vershik representation (see [DHS99] for examples).
However, Ferenczi proved that for minimal subshifts with linear complexity, the number of morphisms
read on the associated Bratteli diagram (in a measure theoretical context) is finite [Fer96]. In particular,
he obtained an upper bound on the rank of these systems and proved that they cannot be strongly mixing.
In addition, Durand showed that, in the case of linearly recurent subshifts, the morphisms appearing in
theS-adic representation are exactly those read on the Brattelidiagram. Furthermore, unlike in Ferenczi’s
result, the subshift is topologically conjugated to the Bratteli-Vershik system. Similarly to that last case,
theS-adic representations obtained in this paper are exactly those that can be read on a Bratteli-Vershik
system which is topologically conjugated to theS-adic subshift [DL12].
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains all needed definitions and backgrounds. Sec-
tion 3 concernsS-adic representations of minimal subshift. We define the tools that are needed for the
announcedS-adic characterization in a more general case. In Section 4,we start a detailed description of
Rauzy graphs corresponding to minimal subshifts with first difference of complexity bounded by 2. This
allows us to explicitly compute all needed morphisms. In Section 5, we improve the results obtained in
Section 4 by studying even more the sequences of possible evolutions of Rauzy graphs. This allows us to
obtain anS-adic characterization, hence the conditionC of the conjecture for this particular case. Observe
that due to the length of some computation, not all development are presented here. The interested reader
can find some help (figures representing evolutions, list of corresponding morphisms, etc.) in [Ler13].
2 Backgrounds
2.1 Words, sequences and languages
We assume that readers are familiar with combinatorics on words; for basic (possibly omitted) definitions
we follow [Lot97, Lot02, BR10].
Given analphabetA, that is a finite set of symbols calledletters, we denote byA∗ the set of all finite
words overA (that is the set of all finite sequences of elements ofA). As usual, theconcatenationof two
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wordsu andv is simply denoteduv. It is well known that the setA∗ embedded with the concatenation
operation is a free monoid with neutral elementε, theempty word.
For a wordu = u1 · · ·uℓ of length|u| = ℓ, we writeu[i, j] = ui · · ·uj for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ ℓ. A word v
is a factor of a wordu (or occurs at positioni in u) if u[i, j] = v for some integersi andj. It is aprefix
(resp.suffix) if i = 1 (resp.j = |u|). Thelanguageof u is the setFac(u) of all factors ofu;
A two-sided sequence(resp. one-sided sequence) is an element ofAZ (resp.AN); sequences will be
denoted by bold letters. When no information are given,sequencemeanstwo-sided sequence. With the
product topology of the discrete topology overA, AZ andAN are compact metric spaces.
We extend the notions of factor, prefix and suffix to two-sideds quences (resp. one-sided sequences)
puttingi, j ∈ Z (resp.i, j ∈ N), i ≤ j, i = −∞ (resp.i = 0) for prefixes andj = +∞ for suffixes.
Letu be a non-empty finite word overA. We letuω (resp.u∞) denote the one-sided sequenceuuu · · ·
(resp. two-sided sequence· · ·uuu.uuu · · · ) composed of consecutive copies ofu. A one-sided sequence
(resp. two-sided sequence)w is periodicif there is a wordu such thatw = uω (resp.w = u∞).
A sequencew is recurrent if every factor occurs infinitely often. It isuniformly recurrentif it is
recurrent and every factor occurs with bounded gaps,i.e., if u is a factor ofw, there is a constantK such
that for any integersi, j such thatw[i, i+ |u| − 1] andw[j, j + |u| − 1] are two consecutive occurrences
of u in w, then|i− j| ≤ K.
2.2 Subshifts and minimality
A subshiftoverA is a couple(X,T X) (or simply(X,T )) whereX is a closedT -invariant (T (X) = X)
subset ofAZ andT is theshift transformationT : AZ → AZ, (wi)i∈Z 7→ (wi+1)i∈Z.
Thelanguageof a subshiftX is the union of the languages of its elements and we denote it by Fac(X).
Let w be a sequence (or a one-sided sequence) overA. We denote byXw the set{x ∈ AZ | x[i, j] ∈
Fac(w) for all i, j ∈ Z, i ≤ j}. Then,(Xw, T ) is a subshift called thesubshift generated byw. For
w ∈ AZ, we haveXw = {T n(w) | n ∈ Z}, whereY denotes the topological closure ofY ⊂ AZ.
A subshift(X,T ) is periodicwheneverX is finite. Observe that in this case,X contains only periodic
sequences. It isminimalif the only closedT -invariant subsets ofX areX and∅, or, equivalently, if for all
w ∈ X , we haveX = Xw. We also have that(Xw, T ) is minimal if and only ifw is uniformly recurrent.
In the sequel, we will mostly consider minimal subshifts.
2.3 Factor complexity and special factors
Thefactor complexityof a subshiftX is the functionpX : N → N that counts the number of words of each
length that occur in elements ofX , i.e., pX(n) = Card(Facn(X)), whereFacn(X) = Fac(X) ∩An.
The first difference of complexitys(n) = p(n+1)− p(n) is closely related to special factors [Cas97].
A word u in Fac(X) is aright special factor(resp. aleft special factor) if there are two lettersa andb in
A such thatua andub (resp.au andbu) belong toFac(X). Foru in Fac(X), if δ+u (resp.δ−u) denotes
the number of lettersa in A such thatua (resp.au) is inFac(X) we have
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It is well known [MH40] that a subshift is aperiodic if and only if pX(n) ≥ n + 1 for all n, or,
equivalently, if there is at least one right (resp. left) special factor of each length.
The second difference of complexitys(n + 1) − s(n) is related tobispecial factors, i.e., to factors
that are both left and right special. Indeed, ifu is a bispecial factor inFac(X), its bilateral order is
m(u) = Card(Fac(X) ∩ AuA)− δ+u− δ−u+ 1 and we have(i)




A bispecial factoru is said to beweak(resp. neutral, strong) wheneverm(u) < 0 (resp. m(u) = 0,
m(u) > 0).
2.4 Morphisms and S-adicity
Given two alphabetsA andB, a free monoid morphism, or simplymorphismσ, is a map fromA∗ toB∗
such thatσ(uv) = σ(u)σ(v) for all wordsu andv overA (note this impliesσ(ε) = ε). It is well known
that a morphism is completely determined by the images of letters.
When a morphism is noterasing, that is the images of letters are never the empty word, the notion
of morphism extends naturally to one-sided and two-sided sequences. Furthermore, ifA = B and if
there is a lettera ∈ A such thatσ(a) ∈ aA∗, thenσω(a) = limn→+∞ σn(aω) is a one-sided sequence
which is a fixed point ofσ. If there is also a letterb such thatσ(b) ∈ A∗b, then the two-sided sequence
σω(ωb.aω) = limn→+∞ σ
n(· · · bbb.aaa · · · ) is also a fixed point ofσ.
Let w be a sequence overA. An adic representationof w is given by a sequence(σn : A∗n+1 →
A∗n)n∈N of morphisms and a sequence(an)n∈N of letters,ai ∈ Ai for all i, such that the alphabetA0 is
equal toA, limn→+∞ |σ0σ1 · · ·σn(an+1)| = +∞ and
w = lim
n→+∞
σ0σ1 · · ·σn(a
∞
n+1).
The sequence(σn)n∈N is thedirective wordof the representation. LetS be a set of morphisms. We say
thatw is S-adic (or thatw is directed by(σn)n∈N) if (σn)n∈N ∈ SN. In the sequel, we will say that a
sequencew isS-adic whenever there is a setS of morphisms for whichw admits anS-adic representation.
We say that a subshift(X,T ) is S-adic if it is the subshift generated by anS-adic sequence.
Let (σn)n∈N be a sequence of morphisms. The sequence of morphisms(τn : B∗n+1 → B
∗
n)n∈N is a
contractionof (σn : A∗n+1 → A
∗
n)n∈N if there is an increasing sequence of integers(in)n∈N such that for
all n in N,Bn = Ain and
τn = σinσin+1 · · ·σin+1−1.
A sequence(σn)n∈N of morphisms is said to beweakly primitiveif for all r ∈ N, there existss > r
such that for all lettersa ∈ Ar andb ∈ As+1, the lettera occurs inσr · · ·σs(b). A sequence(σn)n∈N of
morphisms is said to beprimitive if there existsk ∈ N such that for allr ∈ N and for all lettersa ∈ Ar
andb ∈ Ar+k+1, the lettera occurs inσr · · ·σr+k(b).
(i) Observe that for non-bispecial factorsu, we havem(u) = 0.
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2.5 Rauzy graphs
Let (X,T ) be a subshift over an alphabetA.
Definition 2.1 The Rauzy graph of ordern of (X,T ) (also called graph of words of lengthn), denoted
byGn(X) (or simplyGn), is the labelled directed graph whose set of vertices isFacn(X) and there is
an edge fromu to v if there exist some lettersa andb in A such thatub = av ∈ Facn+1(X); this edge is
labelled(ii) byub and is denoted by(u, (a, b), v).
Let us introduce some notation: for an edgee = (u, (a, b), v), we writeo(e) = u (o for out), i(e) = v
(i for in) and we callλL(e) = a its left label, λR(e) = b its right labelandλ(e) = ub = av its full label.
Same definitions hold for labels of paths where we naturally extend these maps as follows: ifp is the path
(u0, (a1, b1), u1)(u1, (a2, b2), u2) · · · (uℓ−1, (aℓ, bℓ), uℓ), thenλL(p) = a1 · · ·aℓ, λR(p) = b1 · · · bℓ and
λ(p) = u0λR(p) = λL(p)uℓ. Thus left and right labels are words of same length as the considered path.
In this paper we will mostly consider right labels.
Example 2.2 Let (Xϕ, T ) be the subshift generated by the Fibonacci sequenceϕω(0) whereϕ is the
morphism defined byϕ(0) = 01, ϕ(1) = 0. Figure 2.1 represents the three first Rauzy graphs of(Xϕ, T )
















Figure 2.1: First Rauzy graphs of the Fibonacci sequence
Remark 2.3 Any minimal subshift has only strongly connected Rauzy graphs (that is, for all verticesu
andv ofGn there is a path fromu to v).
We say that a vertexv is right special(resp. left special, bispecial) if it corresponds to a right special
(resp. left special, bispecial) factor.
By definition of Rauzy graphs, any wordu ∈ Fac(X) is the full label of a path inGn(X) for n < |u|.
Figure 12.1.2 shows that the converse is not true: the word000 is the full label of a path of length2 but
does not belong toFac(Xϕ). Hence a pathp is said to beallowedif λ(p) ∈ Fac(X). The next proposition
follows immediately from definitions.
Proposition 2.4 LetGn be a Rauzy graph of ordern. For all pathsp of lengthℓ ≤ n inGn, the left (resp.
right) label ofp is a prefix (resp. a suffix) ofo(p) (resp. ofi(p)).
(ii) In the literature, there are different ways of labelling theedges: they are sometimes labelled by the lettera, by the letterb, by the
ordered pair(a, b) or by the wordav.
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Definition 2.5 The reduced Rauzy graph of ordern of (X,T ) is the directed graphgn(X) such that the
vertices are the special vertices ofGn(X) and there is an edge fromu to v is there is a pathp in Gn(X)
fromu to v such that all interior vertices ofp are not special.
The (left, right and full) labels of an edge ing (X) are the (left, right and full) labels of the correspond-
ing path inGn(X). To avoid any confusion, edges of reduced Rauzy graphs are rep s nted by double






3 Adicity of minimal subshifts using Rauzy graphs
Let (X,T ) be a minimal subshift over an alphabetA. In this section we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1 An aperiodic subshift(X,T ) is minimal if and only if it is primitive and properS-adic.
Moreover, ifX does not have linear complexity, thenS is infinite.
The construction of theS-adic representation is based on the evolution of Rauzy graphs. Similar con-
struction can be found in [Ler12b] (see also [Fer96]) where we give a method to build anS-adic repre-
sentation of any uniformly recurrent sequence with a linearcomplexity. In that paper, the construction
is based on then-segments although here we work with then-circuits (see Section 3.2 below for the
definition). However the techniques are the same.
3.1 n-circuits
Forn ∈ N, ann-circuit is a non-empty pathp in Gn(X) such thato(p) = i(p) is a right special vertex
and no interior vertex ofp is o(p).
Remark 3.2 Ann-circuit is not necessarily an allowed path ofGn(X). Indeed, consider the subshiftXµ
generated by the Thue-Morse sequenceµω(0) whereµ is the Thue-Morse morphism defined byµ(0) = 01
andµ(1) = 10. The path
010 → (101 → 011 → 110 → 101)3 → 010
in Figure 3.1 is a3-circuit and its full label contains the word(101)3 which is not a factor ofµω(0) since















Figure 3.1: Rauzy graph of order 3 (with right labels on the edges) ofXµ.
Remark 3.3 The notion ofn-circuit is closely related to the notion of return word. Letus recall that if
u ∈ Fac(X), a return word tou in X is a non-empty wordv such thatuv ∈ Fac(X) and that contains
exactly two occurrences ofu, one as a prefix and one as a suffix. Ifu is a right special vertex inGn(X),
then{λR(v) | v allowedn-circuit starting fromu} is exactly the set of return words tou.
Fact 3.4 A subshift is minimal if and only if for alln, the number of its allowedn-circuits is finite.
The next lemma is also well known.
Lemma 3.5 Let (X,T ) be a minimal and aperiodic subshift. Then
lim
n→+∞
min{|λR(p)| | p allowedn-circuit} = +∞.
3.2 Definition of the morphisms of the adic representation
The adic representation that we will compute is based on the be aviour ofn-circuits whenn increases.
To this aim we define a mapψn on the set of paths ofGn+1(X) in the following way. For each path
p in Gn+1(X) with right labelλR(p) = u, ψn(p) is the unique pathq in Gn(X) whose right label is
λR(q) = u and such thato(q) is suffix ofo(p) respectively. The next lemma is obvious.
Lemma 3.6 Let (X,T ) be a subshift. Ifu ∈ Facn+1(X) is a right special factor, then for all allowed
(n+1)-circuit p starting fromu, there exist some allowedn-circuitsq1, q2, . . . , qk starting from the right
special factoru[2, n+1] ∈ Facn(X) such thatψn(p) = q1q2 · · · qk. Moreover, ifGn(X) does not contain
any bispecial vertex, thenψn is a bijective map such that for every allowed(n+ 1)-circuit p, ψn(p) is an
allowedn-circuit.
Lemma 3.6 allows to define some morphisms coding how then-circuits can be concatenated to create
the (n + 1)-circuits. However we can see in this lemma that we can only put in relations then-circuits
and(n+1)-circuits that are starting in vertices with the same suffix of lengthn. Lemma 3.7 below allows
to choose some particular vertices; it comes from aperiodicity and from the observation that any suffix of
a right special factor is also right special.
Lemma 3.7 Let (X,T ) be an aperiodic subshift on an alphabetA. There exists an infinite sequence
(Un ∈ Facn(X))n∈N such that for alln, Un is a right special factor and is a suffix ofUn+1.
Definition 3.8 Let (X,T ) be a minimal and aperiodic subshift and let(Un)n∈N be a sequence as in
Lemma 3.7. For each non-negative integern, we letAn denote the set of allowedn-circuits starting from
Un. Now define the alphabet(iii) An = {0, 1, . . . ,Card(An)−1} and consider a bijectionθn : An → An.
(iii) An is finite due to Fact 3.4.
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We can extendθn to an isomorphism by puttingθn(ab) = θn(a)θn(b) for all lettersa, b in An (observe
thatθn(a)θn(b) might not be a path inGn(X)). Then, for alln we define the morphismγn : A∗n+1 → A
∗
n
as the unique morphism satisfying
θnγn = ψnθn+1.
Remark 3.9 Let(in)n∈N be the increasing sequence of non-negative integers such that there is a bispecial
factor in Fack(X) if and only if k = in for somen. It is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.6 that if
k /∈ {in | n ∈ N}, then the morphismγk is simply a bijective and letter-to-letter morphism. This
morphism only depends on the differences that could exist betweenθk and θk+1. In that case, we can
suppose without loss of generality thatθk andθk+1 satisfyψkθk+1(i) = θk(i) for all lettersi in Ak+1 so
thatγk is the identity morphism. As a consequence, to build an adic representation of a subshift, it would
suffice to consider the subsequence(γin)n∈N of (γn)n∈N. Depending on the context, we will sometimes
consider the sequence(γn)n∈N or the subsequence(γin)n∈N.
Remark 3.10 If the alphabet of(X,T ) isA = {0, . . . , k}, the Rauzy graphG0(X) is as in Figure 3.2 so




. . .. . .
Figure 3.2: Rauzy graphG0 of any subshift over{0, . . . , k}
3.2.1 An example
Consider a graph as represented in Figure 3.3 and let us give all possible evolutions from it. The lettersa




Figure 3.3: Reduced Rauzy graphgn with some additional labels
By the definition of Rauzy graphs, the wordsαUn, βUn, Una andUnb are vertices ofGn+1. Since
the subshifts we are considering satisfyp(n + 1) − p(n) ≥ 1 for all n, at least one of the verticesαUn
andβUn is right special and at least one of the verticesUna andUnb is left special. Moreover, by the
definition of reduced Rauzy graphs, the two loops ofgn become edges respectively fromUna to αUn
and fromUnb to βUn. Thus, the only missing information are which edges are starting from αUn and
βUn and which edges are arriving toUna andUnb. By minimality,Gn+1 has to be strongly connected so
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3.4.3Un is strong bispecial
Figure 3.4: Possible evolutions of the graph represented inFigure 3.3
Suppose that the bijectionθn maps0 to then-circuit starting with lettera and1 to then-circuit starting
with letterb. Consider the same definition ofθn+1 for the first two evolutions (sinceCard(An+1) = 2).
For the third one, suppose thatCard(An+1) = r + 1 (1 ≤ r < +∞) and that ifUn+1 = αUn (resp.
βUn), θn+1(0) is the loop starting with the edge fromαUn toUna (resp.βUn toUnb) and letk1, . . . , kr
be integers such thatθn+1(i) is the path going toUnb (resp. toUna) and goingki times through the loop
Unb→ βUn → Unb (resp.Una→ αUn → Una) before coming back toαUn (resp.βUn).































3.3 Adic representation of Fac(X)
The next two results showa posteriorithat this makes sense to build anS-adic representation usingn-
circuits: they state that when considering a sequence(Un)n∈N as in Lemma 3.7, the labels ofn-circuits
starting fromUn provide the entire language ofX whenn goes to infinity.
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Lemma 3.11 Let (X,T ) be a minimal and aperiodic subshift. If(Un ∈ Facn(X))n∈N is a sequence of
right special vertices such thatUn is suffix ofUn+1, then for alln
Fac({λR(p) | p allowed(n+ 1)-circuit starting fromUn+1}
∗)




Fac({λR(p) | p allowedn-circuit starting fromUn}
∗) = Fac(X). (6)
Furthermore, for all non-negative integersℓ, there is a non-negative integerNℓ such that
Fac≤ℓ({λR(p) | p allowedNℓ-circuit starting fromUn}




Proof: Indeed, (5) directly follows from Lemma 3.6 and (6) and (7) are consequences of the minimality.
✷
The next result is just a reformulation of Lemma 3.5 and of Lemma 3.11.
Corollary 3.12 Let (X,T ) be a minimal and aperiodic subshift and let(γn)n∈N be the sequence of





|γ0 · · · γn(a)| = +∞
and for all sequences of letters(an ∈ An)n∈N,
⋂
n∈N
Fac(γ0 · · · γn(an+1)) = Fac(X).
3.4 Adic representation of X
In this section we prove that, up to a little change, the directiv word(γn)n∈N introduced in Definition 3.8
is an adic representation of a sequence inX , i.e., we provide a slightly different directive word(τn :
B∗n+1 → B
∗
n)n∈N such that(τ0 · · · τn(a
∞
n+1))n∈N converges inA
Z to w ∈ X . The proof of Theorem 3.1
follows immediately from Lemma 3.16 and Proposition 3.17.




n )n∈N of (γn)n∈N such that every









Lemma 3.13 Let (X,T ) be a minimal subshift and let(γn)n∈N be the sequence of morphisms defined in
Definition 3.8. For all non-negative integersthere is an integers ≥ r and a lettera in Ar such that
γr · · · γs(As+1) ⊂ A∗ra.
Proof: Let (Un)n∈N be a sequence as defined in Lemma 3.7 and let(γn)n∈N be the sequence of mor-
phisms as in Definition 3.8. Letr be a non-negative integer. By definition, for all integersj > r, Uj is a
word inFac(X) that admitsUr as a suffix. Consequently, we can associate toUj a pathpj of lengthj− r
in Gr such thatλ(pj) = Uj andi(pj) = Ur. As (X,T ) is minimal, there is an integerℓ such thatUr is
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a factor of every word inFacℓ(X). Thus, there is an integerk > r for which pk is an allowedr-circuit
starting inUr. ThusUk ∈ (UrA+ ∩A+Ur) \ (A+UrA+). Let us prove that there is an integers > r such
thatγr · · · γs−1(As) ⊂ A∗ra with a = θ
−1
r (pk).
By Lemma 3.5, there is an integers ≥ k such that alls-circuits starting fromUs have length at least
k+r. Letc be such ans-circuit. We deduce from Proposition 2.4 thatλR(c) ∈ A≥rUk. Letq be the suffix
of c of lengthk − r. By construction, we haveo(q) ∈ A+Ur, i(q) = Us ∈ A+Ur andλR(q) = λR(pk).
Consequently we getψrψr+1 · · ·ψs−1(q) = pk, meaning thatγr · · · γs−1(As) ⊂ A∗ra. ✷
The following trick allows us to define the directive word(τn)n∈N mentioned above. Ifσ : A∗ → B∗ is
a right proper morphism with ending letterr ∈ B, then itsleft conjugateis the morphismσ(L) : A∗ → B∗
defined byσ(L)(a) = ru wheneverσ(a) = ur. Thus, it is aleft propermorphism,i.e., there is a letter
a ∈ B such thatσ(A) ⊂ aB∗ (in our case,a = r).
Lemma 3.14 If σ : A∗ → B∗ is a right proper morphism and ifw is a sequence inAZ, then we have
T (σ(L)(w)) = σ(w). In particular,Fac(σ(L)(w)) = Fac(σ(w)).
Fact 3.15 Let (γ′n)n∈N be a contraction of(γn)n∈N such that all morphismsγ
′
n are right proper. Every
morphismτn = γ′2nγ
′(L)
2n+1 is proper, i.e., is both left and right proper.
Lemma 3.16 The directive word(τn : B∗n+1 → B
∗
n)n∈N is proper and weakly primitive and such that
(τ0 · · · τn(bn+1))n∈N converges inAZ tow ∈ X for all sequences(bn ∈ Bn)n∈N.
Proof: The convergence is ensured by the fact that all morphisms areleft and right proper. The fact that
the limit w belongs toX follows from Corollary 3.12 and Lemma 3.14. The weak primitiveness comes
from the minimality of(X,T ). ✷
Proposition 3.17 (Durand [Dur00, Dur03]) If (X,T ) is a primitiveS-adic subshift withS finite, then
X has linear complexity.
4 S-adicity of minimal subshifts satisfying 1 ≤ p(n+1)− p(n) ≤ 2
In this chapter we present Theorem 4.1 which is an improvement of Theorem 3.1 for the particular case
of minimal subshifts with first difference of complexity bounded by 2. For this class of complexity,
Ferenczi [Fer96] proved that the amount of morphisms neededfor theS-adic representations is less than
327. Here, we significantly improve this bound by giving the setS of 5 morphisms that are actually
needed. To avoid unnecessary repetitions, we only sketch the proof of Theorem 4.1 on an example. We
will later prove Theorem 5.25 which is an improvement of the former. In all this chapter, the setS is the
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Theorem 4.1 LetG be the graph represented in Figure 4.5. There is a non-trivial way to label the edges of
G with morphisms inS∗ such that for any minimal subshift(X,T ) satisfying1 ≤ pX(n+1)−pX(n) ≤ 2
for all n, there is an infinite pathp in G whose label(σn)n∈N ∈ SN is a directive word of(X,T ).
Furthermore,(σn)n∈N is weakly primitive and admits a contraction that contains oly proper morphisms.
This result is based on a detailed description of all possible Rauzy graphs of minimal subshifts with
the considered complexity. The Rauzy graphs of such subshifts can have only 10 different shapes. These
shapes correspond to vertices ofG. The edges ofG are given by the possible evolutions of these graphs
and are labelled by morphisms coding these evolutions (see Section 3.2.1). The theorem is obtained by
showing that these labels belong toS∗. In the next section, we will study even more the evolutions of
Rauzy graphs in order to obtain anS-adic characterization of the considered subshifts.
From now on,(X,T ) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1,i.e., it is minimal and is such that1 ≤
pX(n+1)− pX(n) ≤ 2 for all n. Consequently, we havepX(n) ≤ 2n for all n ≥ 1 whenCard(A) = 2
andpX(n) ≤ 2n+ 1 for all n whenCard(A) = 3.
We also consider notation introduced in Definition 3.8 and Remark 3.9,i.e., for everyn, the morphism
γn describes the evolution fromGn toGn+1 and(in)n∈N is the sequence of integers such that there is a
bispecial factor inFack(X) if and only if k ∈ {in | n ∈ N}.
4.1 10 shapes of Rauzy graphs
In this section we describe the possible shapes of Rauzy graphs for the considered class of complexity.
From Equation (1) (page 236) the hypothesis on the complexity implies that for all integersn, either
there is one right special factoru of lengthn with δ+(u) ∈ {2, 3} or there are two right special factorsv1
andv2 with δ+(v1) = δ+(v2) = 2. From Equation (2) we can make a similar observation for leftspecial
factors. Hence for all integersn, we have the following possibilities:
1. there is one right special factorr and one left special factorl of lengthn with δ+(r) = δ−(l) ∈
{2, 3} (Figure 4.1);
2. there is one right special factorr and two left special factorsl1 andl2 of lengthn with δ+(r) = 3
andδ−(l1) = δ−(l2) = 2 (Figure 4.2.1);
3. there are two right special factorsr1 andr2 and one left special factorl of lengthn with δ+(r1) =
δ+(r2) = 2 andδ−(l) = 3 (Figure 4.2.2);




−(l2) = 2 (Figure 4.3).
From these possibilities we can deduce that for alln, gn(X) only has eight possible shapes: those
represented from Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. Reduced Rauzy graphs in Figure 4.1 are well-known: they
correspond to reduced Rauzy graphs of Sturmian subshifts (Fgure 4.1.1) or of Arnoux-Rauzy subshifts
(Figure 4.1.2). Reduced Rauzy graphs in Figure 4.3 have alsobeen studied by Rote [Rot94]. Observe that
in these figures, the edges represented by dots may have length 0. In this case, the two vertices they link
are merged to one bispecial vertex.
From Remark 3.9, it is enough to consider Rauzy graphs of order in, n ∈ N. To this aim, we have to
merge the vertices that are linked by dots in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. Observe that both Figure 4.3.1 and
Figure 4.3.2 give rise to two different graphs: one with one bispecial vertex and one right special vertex
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4.1.1 4.1.2
Figure 4.1: Reduced Rauzy graphs with one left special factor and one right special factor.
4.2.1 4.2.2
Figure 4.2: Reduced Rauzy graphs with different numbers of left and right special factors.
4.3.1 4.3.2
4.3.3 4.3.4
Figure 4.3: Reduced Rauzy graphs with two left and two right special factors.
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and one with two bispecial vertices. This gives rise to 10 different types of graphs. They are represented
in Figure 4.4.
Remark 4.2 In the sequel, we sometimes talk about the type of a reduced Rauzy graphgk with k /∈ {in |
n ∈ N}. In that case, the type of that graph is simply the type ofgmin{in|in≥k}. This makes no confusions
since ifR is a right special vertex in a Rauzy graph, the circuits starting from it have the same right labels
(and full labels) of those starting from the smallest bispecial vertex (in a Rauzy graph of larger order)
containingR as a suffix. We also sometimes talk about the type of a Rauzy graph (and not reduced Rauzy
graph). This simply corresponds to the type of the corresponding reduced Rauzy graph.
4.1.1 Graph of graphs
Now that we have defined all types of graphs, we can check whichevolutions are available,i.e., which
type of graphs can evolve to which type of graphs. It is clear th t a given Rauzy graph cannot evolve
to any type of Rauzy graphs. For example, ifGn is a graph of type 4, both right special vertices can be
extended by only two letters. Since for any wordu and for any suffixv of u, we haveδ+(v) ≥ δ+(u),
the graphGn will never evolve to a graph of type 2 or 3. Section 3.2.1 showsthat a graph of type 1 can
evolve to graphs of type 1, 7 or 8.
By computing all available evolutions, we can define thegraph of graphsas the directed graph with 10
vertices (one for each type of Rauzy graph) such that there isan edge fromi to j if a Rauzy graph of type
i can evolve to a Rauzy graph of typej. This edge will be labeled by morphisms coding the evolutionof
Rauzy graphs. The graph of graphs is represented in Figure 4.5. A detailed computation of evolutions is
available [Ler13, Appendix A].
4.2 A critical result
Now that we know all possible Rauzy graphs we have to deal with, e can define the bijectionsθn of Def-
inition 3.8. A first necessary condition to need only a finite set of morphisms is that the alphabetsAn have
bounded cardinality. In this section we prove that when the first difference of complexity is bounded by
2, they always contain 2 or 3 letters. This result seems to be inh rent to that class of complexity [DLR13].
We need two technical lemmas to simplify the proof thatC rd(An) ∈ {2, 3} for all n.
Lemma 4.3 LetA be an alphabet. If(X,T ) is a minimal subshift overA satisfyingp(n+1)− p(n) ≤ 2
for all n and ifB is a strong bispecial factor ofX , then any right special factor of lengthℓ > |B| admits
B as a suffix.
Proof: Indeed,B being supposed to be strong bispecial, its bilateral orderm(B) is positive. Observe
that, by definition,m(B) > 0 is equivalent to the inequality
∑
aB∈Fac(X)
(δ+(aB)− 1) > δ+(B)− 1,
which is true only if there are at least two lettersa andb in A such thataB andbB are right special
(sinceδ+(aB) ≤ δ+(B)). As there can exist at most 2 right special factors of each length (because
p(n + 1) − p(n) ≤ 2) and as any suffix of a right special factor is still a right special factor, the result
holds. ✷






















Figure 4.4: Reduced Rauzy graphs with at least one bispecialvertex.





Figure 4.5: Graph of graphs.
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Corollary 4.4 Let (X,T ) be a minimal subshift satisfying1 ≤ p(n + 1) − p(n) ≤ 2 for all n and let
(Un)n∈N be a sequence of right special factors ofX ulfilling the conditions of Lemma 3.7. For any strong
bispecial factorB of lengthn ofX , we haveB = Un. In particular, if there are infinitely many strong
bispecial factors inFac(X), the sequence(Un)n∈N of Lemma 3.7 is unique.
Lemma 4.5 LetGn be a Rauzy graph. If there is a right special vertexR in Gn with δ+(R) = 2, an
n-circuit q starting fromR, two pathsp ands in Gn and two integersk1 andk2, k1 < k2 − 1, such that
1. i(p) = o(s) = R;
2. p is not a suffix ofq;
3. q is not a suffix ofp;
4. the first edge ofs is not the first edge ofq;
5. both pathspqk1s andpqk2s are allowed;
then there is a strong bispecial factorB that admitsR as a suffix.
Proof: Sincei(p) = o(q) = R butp andq are not suffix of each other, there is a left special vertexL inGn
and two edgese1 in p ande2 in q such thatp andq agree on a pathq′ fromL toR andi(e1) = i(e2) = L.
Letα andβ be the respective left labels ofe1 ande2. Let alsoa andb respectively denote the right labels
of the first edge ofq and ofs. By hypothesis we havea 6= b.
Now let us prove that the wordλ(q′qk1) is strong bispecial. As the pathspqk1s andpqk2s are allowed,
the four wordsαλ(q′qk1)a, αλ(q′qk1)b, βλ(q′qk1)a andβλ(q′qk1)b belong toFac(X). Consequently we
have
δ+(αλ(q′qk1)) + δ+(βλ(q′qk1)) = 4.
Moreover, as the wordλ(q′qk1) admitsR as a suffix, we haveδ+(λ(q′qk1)) ≤ δ+(R) = 2 which implies
thatm(λ(q′qk1)) > 0. ✷
Proposition 4.6 Let (X,T ) be a minimal subshift satisfying1 ≤ p(n + 1) − p(n) ≤ 2 for all n and let
(Un)n≥N be a sequence of right special factors fulfilling the conditions of Lemma 3.7. Then for all right
special factorsUn, there are at most 3 allowedn-circuits starting fromUn.
Proof: Suppose that there exist 4 allowedn-circuits starting from the vertexUn in the graphGn(X) and
let us have a look at all possible reduced Rauzy graphs in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3. We see that this is
possible only if there exist two right special factors of length n. More precisely, this is only possible if
Un corresponds to the leftmost right special vertex in Figures4.2.2, 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 or to any right special
vertex in Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 (as these two graphs present a ki d of “symmetry”). We will show that
for each of these graphs, the existence of 4n-circuits starting from the described vertices implies that
the other right special factorR of lengthn is a suffix of a strong bispecial factorB of lengthm ≥ n
in Fac(X). Then, due to Corollary 4.4,Um = B soUn is not a suffix ofUm which contradicts the
hypothesis.
The result clearly holds for graphs as represented in Figure4.3.1 and it is a direct consequence of
Lemma 4.5 for graphs as represented at Figure 4.3.2 (since the existence of 4n-circuits implies that 3 of
them goes through the loop respectivelyk1, k2 andk3 times,k1 < k2 < k3).
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For graphs as represented in Figure 4.3.3, we have to consider sev ral cases. To be clearer, Figure 4.6
represents the same graph with some labels. The lettersα andβ are the left extending letters ofL1 in
Fac(X) and the lettersa andb are the right extending letters ofR2 in Fac(X). If there are threen-
circuits starting fromR1, going through a same simple path fromR1 to L1 and going through the loop
p = L2 → R2 → L2 respectivelyk1, k2, andk3 times,k1 < k2 < k3, then we can conclude using
Lemma 4.5. Otherwise, for both simple paths fromR1 to L1, there are twon-circuits going through it.
Let kα,1 andkα,2, kα,1 < kα,2 (resp. kβ,1 andkβ,2, kβ,1 < kβ,2) be the number of times that the two
circuits going through the edge with left labelα (resp.β) can go through the loop. If kα,1 < kα,2− 1 or
if kβ,1 < kβ,2 − 1 or if kα,1 6= kβ,1, we conclude using Lemma 4.5. Otherwise, we havekα,1 = kβ,1 and
kα,2 = kβ,2 = kα,1 + 1 and we can easily check that the full label of the pathq = L1 (→ L2 → R2)
kα,1
is a strong bispecial factor.





Figure 4.6: Graph as in Figure 4.3.3 with some labels.
The cases of graphs as represented at Figures 4.2.2 and 4.3.4can be treated in a similar way. ✷
Proposition 4.6 cannot be extended to the general case. Indeed, there exist [DLR13] minimal subshifts
with linear complexity and such that the number of allowedn-circuits to any factor of lengthn increases
with n.
4.3 A procedure to assign letters to circuits
Now let us explicitly determine the bijectionsθin . We would like to define them for each graph represented
at Figure 4.4 in such a way that two Rauzy graphs of same type provide the same bijectionθn. In that
case, a given evolution (fromGin toGin+1) would always provide the same morphismγin (which is equal
to γin · · · γin+1−1) of Definition 3.8. However, we will see that it is sometimes impossible to give enough
details aboutθin so that the morphisms are sometimes defined up to permutations of the letters.
From Lemma 4.6 we know thatCard(Ain) ∈ {2, 3} for all n (1 is not enough since the number ofin-
circuits is at leastδ+(Uin) ≥ 2). From Definition 3.8 we then haveAin ∈ {{0, 1}, {0, 1, 2}} depending
onn.
Observe that, in the description of the bijectionsθin below, we sometimes express some restrictions on
the number of times that some circuits can go through a loop inthe considered type of Rauzy graph. The
reason for this is that if the circuits do not satisfy those restrictions, the right special factor that is notUin
is a suffix of a strong bispecial factor (by Lemma 4.5) which contradicts Corollary 4.4.
If Gn is a Rauzy graph, then ann-segmentis a path that starts in a right special vertex and ends in a
right special vertex and that does not go through any other right special vertex.
1. Type 1: there exists only one right special vertex and the two possible circuits are the two loops.
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One isθin(0) and the other isθin(1) and we cannot be more precise (like we are for graphs of type
2 or 3 below).
2. Type 2 and 3: also here there exists only one right special vertex and thethree possible circuits
are the three possible loopsθin(0), θin(1) andθin(2). However, as shown by Figure 4.5, the only
graphs that can evolve to a graph of type 2 (resp. of type 3) arethe graphs of type 2 (resp. of type 2
and 3). Moreover after such an evolution, the right labels ofthe three loops start with the same letter
as before the evolution. Consequently we suppose that for all i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, i is prefix ofλR ◦θin(i).
3. Type 4: first considerUin = R. There exist two segments fromR toB. Consequently, there exist
at least two circuitsθin(0) andθin(1), each of them going through one of the two segments and
looping respectivelyk andℓ times,k+ ℓ ≥ 1, in the loopB → B before coming back toR. If there
exists a third circuit, then we suppose it starts with the same segment as the circuitθin(0) does, and
then goes through the loop exactlyk− 1 times. In this case, we must haveℓ ≤ k. If the third circuit
does not exist, then we suppose thatk ≥ ℓ so we havek ≥ ℓ ≥ 0 andk + ℓ ≥ 1.
Now considerUin = B. There exist exactly three circuits: the circuit that does not go through the
vertexR is denoted byθin(0) and the two others,θin(1) andθin(2), are going to the vertexR and
then are coming back toB with one of the two segments fromR toB.
4. Type 5 and 6: as a consequence of Remark 4.2, the circuits are the same what ver the type of graphs
is. Moreover, from the symmetry of theses graphs, it is useles to make a distinction between the
two right special vertices. SupposeUin = R for a graph of type 5. There exist four possible circuits
(but Proposition 4.6 implies that only three among them are allowed) and we only impose some
restrictions on their labels: the circuitsθin(0) andθin(1) must go through two different segments
fromR toB and through two different segments fromB toR. If the third circuitθin(2) exists, then
it goes through the same segment fromR toB asθin(0) does and through the same segment from
B toR asθin(1) does.
5. Type 7 and 8: like for graphs of type 5 or 6, the starting vertex and the type of the graph does
not change anything to the definition of the circuits. SupposeUin = R for a graph of type 7. We
consider thatθin(0) is the circuit that does not go through the vertexB. The circuitθin(1) goes to
B, then goes through the loopB → B k times,k ≥ 1, and eventually comes back toR. The circuit
θin(2), if it exists, is the same asθin(1) but goesk− 1 times through the loopB → B instead ofk
times.
6. Type 9: supposeUin = R. Like for graphs of type 4, we consider the two circuitsθin(0) and
θin(1), each of them going through different segments fromR toB and looping respectivelyk and
ℓ times in the loopB → B, k + ℓ ≥ 1, before coming back toR. However for these graphs,k and
ℓ must satisfy|k − ℓ| ≤ 1 otherwise the vertexB would become strong bispecial (see Lemma 4.5).
Moreover, if the third circuitθin(2) exists, we suppose it starts likeθin(0) does and goes through
the loop exactlyk− 1 times. In this case, the circuitθin(1) cannot go through the loopk+ 1 times
otherwiseB would again become strong bispecial. Hence we always supposek ≥ ℓ. Consequently,
ℓ can only take the valuesk − 1 andk even if the circuitθin(2) does not exist.
Now supposeUin = B. There exist exactly three circuits: the circuit that does not go through the
vertexR is θin(0) and the two other circuits,θin(1) andθin(2), are going to the vertexR and then
are coming back toB with one of the two segments fromR toB.
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7. Type 10: supposeUin = R. Let x denote the segment fromR to B that goes only through non-
left-special vertices;y is the other segment fromR toB. We consider thatθin(0) (resp.θin(1)) is
the circuit that starts withy (resp. withx), goesk times (resp.ℓ times) through the loopB → B,
k+ ℓ ≥ 1, and then comes back toR. If the third circuitθin(2) exists, then it starts withx or y and
loops respectivelyk − 1 or ℓ − 1 times before coming back toR. Moreover, ifθin(2) starts with
x, then we must havek ≤ ℓ − 1 and if θin(2) starts withy, then we must haveℓ ≤ k (because of
Lemma 4.5).
Now supposeUin = B. There are exactly three circuits. The loopB → B is θin(0), the circuit
going through the segmenty is θin(1) and the circuit going throughx is θin(2).
4.4 Computation of the morphisms γn
Now that we know the bijectionsθin , we can compute the morphismsγin of Definition 3.8 (knowingγin
is enough since we have supposed that for allk /∈ {in | n ∈ N}, γk = id). As announced at the beginning
of the section, we only present the method on the example of Section 3.2.1. The entire list of morphisms
is available [Ler13, Appendix A] and can be computed in the same way so it is left to the reader. However,
not all morphisms in that list will be needed to get theS-adic characterization of Section 5. At each step,
we will provide the concerned morphisms.
SupposeGin is a graph of type 1 as in Figure 3.3 (on page 241). By definitionof θin for this type of
graphs,θin(0) andθin(1) are the two loops of the graph. Suppose thatθin maps0 to thein-circuit starting
with the lettera and1 to thein-circuit starting with the letterb. For the first two evolutions (Figure 3.4.1
and 3.4.2),Gin+1 is again of type 1. By definition ofθin+1 for this type of graphs, we therefore have two
possibilities for each evolution. Indeed, in Figure 3.4.1 we have either
(ψin ◦ θin+1(0), ψin ◦ θin+1(1)) = (θin(0), θin(10))
or
(ψin ◦ θin+1(0), ψin ◦ θin+1(1)) = (θin(10), θin(0))
and in Figure 3.4.2 we have either
(ψin ◦ θin+1(0), ψin ◦ θin+1(1)) = (θin(01), θin(1))
or
(ψin ◦ θin+1(0), ψin ◦ θin+1(1)) = (θin(1), θin(01)).














For the third evolution (Figure 3.4.3), the bijectionθin+1 (henceθin+1) depends onUin+1. If Uin+1 =
αB we have




for an integerk ≥ 2 (remember that the circuitθin+1(2) might not exist). Similarly, ifUin+1 = βB we
have
(ψinθin+1(0), ψinθin+1(1), ψinθin+1(2)) = (θin(1), θin(0
k1), θin(0
k−11))
for an integerk ≥ 2. Consequently, there are infinitely many morphisms labelling the edges from 1 to 7















4.5 Sketch of proof of Theorem 4.1
Let us briefly recall the way the proof can be obtained. Section 4.1 describes how to build the graph of
graphsG (Figure 4.5). Then, Section 4.2 states that the morphismsγin of Definition 3.8 are defined over
alphabets of 2 of 3 letters. Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 explicitly compute the morphisms.
Due to Lemma 3.13, Lemma 3.14, Fact 3.15 and Lemma 3.16, the sequence(γin)n∈N can be slightly
modified into a weakly primitive and proper directive word of(X,T ) (by contracting it and considering
some left conjugates of the obtained morphisms). Therefore, what remains to show is that the morphisms
γin are compositions of morphisms inS as well as the left conjugates of the contracted morphisms.
Let us keep on considering the example of Section 3.2.1. The morphisms in Equation (8) clearly belong
toS∗ as well as their respective left conjugates. Those in Equation (9) and their respective left conjugates
























































On that example, we see that the result holds,i.e., bothγin andγ
(L)
in
belong toS∗. It is actually always
true thatγin belongs toS




one can always find a compositionΓ = γin · · · γin+m such thatΓ is right proper andΓ
(L) belongs toS∗.
This will be explained with more details in Theorem 5.25.
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Remark 4.7 In what follows we will consider finite or infinite paths inG and we will deal with their
labels. However, as we have observed in Section 4.4, a given edge inG may be labeled not by a morphism
but by a (possibly infinite) set of morphisms. When talking about the label of a pathp in G, we understand
a sequence of morphisms(γn)n∈N such that for alln, γn belongs to the set of labels of the(n+1)th edge
of p.
Remark 4.8 Observe that the number of morphisms labelling an edge is notonly due to a lack of precision
in the definition of the bijectionsθin but also to the number of possibilities that exist for a givenRauzy










Figure 4.7: Rauzy graph of type 8 with some labels.
This graph can evolve to a graph of type 7 or 8 (depending on thelength of some paths) in two different
ways:
- either one of the bispecial factorsB1 andB2 is a strong bispecial factor and the other one is a
weak bispecial factor;
- or both of them are neutral bispecial factors and the two newright special factors areαB1 and
δB2.
For the other cases, either they make the subshift leave the considered class of complexity (two weak
bispecial factors or two strong bispecial factor are not compatible with1 ≤ p(n+1)− p(n) ≤ 2), or, the
Rauzy graph evolve to a Rauzy graph not of type 7 or 8.
The Rauzy graphs obtained in both available cases are represnt d at Figure 4.8. They are of type 7 or
8 depending on the respective length of the pathsB1b → αB1 andB1a → βB1 for Figure 4.8.1 and on
the respective length of the pathsB1b → αB1 andB2c → δB2 for Figure 4.8.2. These two possibilities
of evolution to a same type of graphs imply that the edges8 → 7 and8 → 8 in G are labelled by several
morphisms.
5 S-adic characterization
Theorem 4.1 states that any minimal and aperiodic subshift(X,T ) with first difference of complexity
bounded by two admits a directive word(σn)n∈N ∈ SN which is linked to a path inG. However, the
converse is false (see Section 5.1). A possible way to get anS- dic characterization of the considered
subshifts would be to describe exactly all infinite paths inG that really correspond to the sequences of
evolutions of Rauzy graphs of such subshifts. By achieving this, we would determine the conditionC




















4.8.2 BothB1 andB2 are neutral
Figure 4.8: Evolutions from 8 to 7 or 8.
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and when some letters are not completely determined (that isif some circuits can play the same role), we
use the lettersx, y andz.
For example, the morphisms in Equation (9) will be denoted by[x, k1x, yk1−1x] and it is understood
that{x, y} = {0, 1}. Observe thatx andy depend on the type of graphs we come from. Indeed, when
coding the evolution of a graph of type 1, we cannot have{x, y} = {0, 2} by definition ofθin for such
graphs. Moreover, if for example the letters0, x andy occur in an image, it is understood that0, x, andy
are pairwise distinct.
We also need to introduce the following notation. Forx, y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, x 6= y, the morphismsDx,y and
















The first step to get theS-adic characterization is to understand how we can describethe “good labelled
paths” inG, hence the good sequences of evolutions. To this aim, we introduce the notions ofvalid
directive wordand ofvalid path.
Definition 5.1 An infinite and labelled pathp in G is valid if there is a minimal subshift with first difference
of complexity bounded by 2 for which the sequence(γin)n∈N of Definition 3.8 (and Remark 3.9) labelsp.
We extend the notion of validity to prefix and suffixes ofp, i.e., a path is a valid prefix (resp. valid suffix)
if it is a prefix (resp. suffix) of a valid path. We also extend itto sequences of morphisms inS∗, i.e., a
sequence of morphisms is valid if it is the label of a valid path (or valid prefix or valid suffix).
There exist several reasons for which a given labelled path in G is not valid: two conditions (due to
Theorem 4.1) are that its label has to be weakly primitive andmust admit a contraction that contains only
right(iv) proper morphisms. Example 5.2 and Example 5.3 below show twosequences of evolutions which
are forbidden because their respective directive words do not satisfy the weak primitiveness.
Example 5.2 Sturmian subshifts have Rauzy graphs of type 1 for alln. Thus, for alln, γin is one of the
morphisms given in Equation(8). However if, for instance, we consider that for alln, the morphismγin is
[0, 10], the directive word is not weakly primitive and the sequenceof Rauzy graphs(Gin)n∈N is such that
for all n, in = n andλR(θn(0)) = 0 andλR(θn(1)) = 10n (the reduced Rauzy graphgn is represented
in Figure 5.1). It actually corresponds to the subshift generat d by the sequencew = · · · 000.1000 · · ·
which has complexityp(n) = n+ 1 for all n but which is not minimal.
(iv) In the definition of valid directive word, we did not considerl ft conjugates of morphisms so the property of being proper





Figure 5.1: Reduced Rauzy graphgn of · · · 000.1000 · · · .
Example 5.3 Let us consider a path inG that ultimately stays in the vertex 9. Figure 5.2 represents
the only way for a Rauzy graphGin of type 9 to evolve to a Rauzy graph of type 9. We can see
that in this evolution, thein-circuit θin(0) starting from the vertexB (i.e., the loop that does not go
through the vertexR) “stays unchanged” inGin+1, i.e.,ψin(θin+1(0)) = θin(0). Consequently, we have
limn→+∞ |θin(0)| < +∞: a contradiction with Lemma 3.5 (the circuit is trivially allowed). One can
also check that for all morphismsγin coding such an evolution, we haveγin(0) = 0. As there is no other






Figure 5.2: Evolution of a graph of type 9 to a graph of type 9.
The two previously given conditions (being weak primitive and proper) are not sufficient to be a valid
directive word: there is also a “local condition” that has tobe satisfied. Indeed, Example 5.4 below shows
that for some prefixesγi0 · · · γik labelling a finite pathp in G, not every edge starting fromi(p) is allowed.
Example 5.4 Consider a graphGin of type 1 that evolves to a graph as in Figure 3.4.3 (Page 242),hence
to a graph of type 7 or 8. We writeR1 = αB andR2 = βB and suppose thatUin+1 = R1. The morphism
coding this evolution is[x, ykx, yk−1x] for some integerk ≥ 2. If we supposek ≥ 3, this means that
the circuitsθin+1(1) andθin+1(2) respectively go throughk − 1 andk − 2 times in the loopR2 → R2.
By construction of the Rauzy graphs, this means that the shortest bispecial factorB′ admittingR2 as a
suffix is a neutral bispecial factor. Letm > n be an integer such thatB′ is a bispecial vertex inGim .
SinceB′ is neutral bispecial, there is a right special factorR′ of lengthim + 1 that admitsB′ as a suffix.
Moreover, sinceUim is notB
′ (asR1 has to be a suffix ofUim), the right special factorUim+1 is notR
′.
Consequently there are two right special factors inGim+1 soGim+1 is not of type 1.
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To be a valid labelled path inG the three previous examples show that a given pathmust necessary
satisfy at least two conditions: a local one about its prefixes (Example 5.4) and a global one about weak
primitiveness (Example 5.2 and Example 5.4). The next result states that the converse is true.
Proposition 5.5 An infinite and labelled pathp in G is valid if and only if both following conditions are
satisfied.
1. All prefixes ofp are valid(v);
2. its label is weakly primitive and a contraction of it contains only right proper morphisms(vi).
Proof: The first condition is obviously necessary and the second coniti comes from Theorem 4.1. For
the sufficient part, if all prefixes ofp are valid, it implies that we can build a sequence of Rauzy graphs
(Gn)n∈N such that for alln, Gn is as represented in Figure 4.1 to Figure 4.3 and evolves toGn+1. To
these Rauzy graphs we can associate a sequence of languages(L(Gn))n∈N defined as the set of finite





is factorial(vii) , prolongable(viii) and such that1 ≤ pL(n + 1) − pL(n) ≤ 2 for all n (wherepL is the
complexity function of the language). Thus, it defines a subshift (X,T ) whose language isL, which, by
construction, is such that the sequence(γin)n∈N of Definition 3.8 labelsp and which is minimal by weak
primitiveness. ✷
5.2 Decomposition of the problem
Our aim is now to describe exactly the set of all valid paths inG. The idea is to modify the graph of graphs
G in such a way that the “local condition” to be a valid path (thefirst point of Proposition 5.5) is treated
by the graph. In other words, we would like to modifyG in such a way that all finite paths are valid. We
also would like that for any minimal subshift withp(n + 1) − p(n) ≤ 2, a contraction of(γin)n∈N that
contains infinitely many right proper morphisms labels a path in G (to be able to consider left conjugates).
In that case, we will only have to take care of the weak primitiveness, which is rather easy to check. But,
we actually will see that modifying the graphG as wanted will not be possible. There will still remain
some verticesv such that for some finite paths arriving inv, some edgese starting fromv make the path
pe not valid. However, we will manage to describe the local condition for these vertices so this will still
provides anS-adic characterization. The computations in the next section are sometimes a little bit heavy
to check. The reader can find some help (figures with evolutions of graphs, list of morphisms coding these
evolutions, decomposition of them intoS∗, etc.) in [Ler13].
The graph of graphsG contains 4 strongly connected components:
C1 = {1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10}, C2 = {2}, C3 = {3}, C4 = {4}.
(v) a local condition
(vi) a global condition
(vii) For every wordu in L, Fac(u) ⊂ L.
(viii) For every wordu in L, there are some lettersa andb such thatau andub are inL.
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Any infinite path inG ends in one componentCi and is valid if and only if the prefix leading toCi is valid
and if the infinite suffix staying inCi is valid and fit with the prefix. Thus, to describe all valid paths inG,
we can separately describe the valid suffixes in each component a d then study how the components are
linked to each other.
Remark 5.6 By hypothesis onp(1)− p(0), a valid pathp in G always starts from the vertex1 or from the
vertex2 (depending on the size of the alphabet: 2 or 3). Therefore, whn studying the validity of a path in
the componentC1, C3 or C4, we only study the validity of its suffix that always stays in that component.
By contrary, studying the validity of the suffix of a path ultimately staying inC2 is the same as studying
the validity of the entire path.
Remark 5.7 Due to the symmetry between Rauzy graphs of type 3 and 4, one could think that the de-
scription of valid suffixes of paths ultimately staying in componentsC3 andC4 will be similar. We will
actually see that this is not the case. The reason is that, as we are dealing with right labels ofn-circuits,
the right special vertices do not play the same role at all as the left special vertices.
5.3 Valid paths in C2
This component corresponds to the well-known class of Arnoux-Rauzy subshifts [AR91]. The morphisms
γin that code an evolution in that component are right proper andare easily seen to belong toS
∗, as well
as their respective left conjugates.




∈ {[0, 01, 02], [10, 1, 12], [20, 21, 2]}
Arnoux and Rauzy [AR91] gave anS-adic description of the so-called Arnoux-Rauzy subshiftsby
considering the morphisms[0, 10, 20], [01, 1, 21] and[02, 12, 2]. They proved the following result.
Proposition 5.8 (Arnoux and Rauzy [AR91]) A labelled pathp in G is valid and corresponds to an
Arnoux-Rauzy subshift if and only if it goes only through vertex 2 and the three morphisms[0, 10, 20],
[01, 1, 21] and[02, 12, 2] occur infinitely often in the label ofp.
5.4 Valid paths in C3
This component contains only the vertex3 of G and the morphismsγin that code an evolution in this
component are the following
[0, 10, 20], [01, 1, 21], [02, 12, 2], [0, 10, 2], [01, 1, 2], [02, 1, 2], [0, 1, 20], [0, 1, 21], [0, 12, 2];
they belong toS∗.
Observe that not all these morphisms are right proper and we could even find an infinite sequence
of them that would not admit a contraction with only right proer morphisms (for instance,[0, 10, 2]ω).
The reason is that not all finite composition of these morphisms correspond to a valid finite sequence of
evolution of Rauzy graphs. The next lemma describes this fact.
Lemma 5.9 Let (X,T ) be a minimal and aperiodic subshift with first difference of cmplexity bounded
by 2. Let(γin)n∈N be the directive word of Definition 3.8. Suppose that bothγin andγin+1 are coding an
evolution from a graph of type 3 to a graph of type 3. Then ifγin is equal to
Dy,xDz,x (resp.Dx,y)
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for {x, y, z} = {0, 1, 2}, thenγin+1 can only be one of the three following morphisms
Dy,xDz,x, Dx,y, Dx,z (resp.Dy,zDx,z, Dz,y, Dz,x)
Proof: We only have to look at the behaviour of the Rauzy graph when itvolves. Figure 5.3 shows the
two possibilities for a graph of type 3 to evolve to a graph of type 3. When computing the morphisms
coding these evolutions, we see that what is important to know is which letter corresponds to the top
loop in Figure 5.3.1. Indeed, ifθin(x) corresponds to the top loop in Figure 5.3.1, the three available















The evolution represented in Figure 5.3.2 is coded by the first morphism and the evolution represented in
Figure 5.3.3 is coded by the second one (whereθin(y) is the leftmost loop in Figure 5.3.1).
After the first evolution, the graph becomes again a graph as in Figure 5.3.1 where the circuitθin+1(x)
still corresponds to the top loop. The available morphisms are therefore the same as before the evolution.
After the second evolution, the graph becomes again a graph as in Figure 5.3.1 but the top loop is the
circuit θin+1(z). The available morphisms are therefore the same as before the evolution but withx andz
exchanged.
5.3.1 Rauzy graph of
type 3
5.3.2 Evolution 1 5.3.3 Evolution 2
Figure 5.3: Evolutions of a graph of type 3 to a graph of type 3.
✷
Thanks to the previous lemma, ifγikγik+1γik+2 · · · labels a valid suffix that stays in componentC3,
then for alln ≥ k, γinγin+1 is a right proper morphism. Consequently, we obtain the following result.
We let the reader check that all involved morphisms (as well as their respective left conjugates when they
exist) belongs toS∗.
Proposition 5.10 An infinite pathp in G labelled by(γin)n≥N is a valid suffix that always stays in vertex
3 if and only if there is a contraction(αn)n≥N of (γin)n≥N such that
1. (αn)n≥N labels an infinite path in the graph represented in Figure 5.4with
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(a) for all x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, the loop onVx is labelled by morphisms in
Fx = {Dy,xDz,x, Dx,yDz,y | {x, y, z} = {0, 1, 2}} ;
(b) for all x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, x 6= y, the edge fromVx to Vy is labelled by morphisms in
Fx→y = {Dx,z, Dx,yDz,x | z /∈ {x, y}} ;
2. (αn)n≥N contains infinitely many right proper morphisms;
3. for all x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, there are infinitely many integersn ≥ N such thatDy,x is a factor ofαn for













Figure 5.4: Graph corresponding to componentC3 in G.
Proof: Our aim is to describe valid suffix inG that stay in vertex 3, accordingly to Proposition 5.5.
Let us start with Condition 1 (i.e., the local one). The morphisms that code an evolution from a graph
of type 3 to a graph of type 3 are listed at the beginning of Section 5.4. However, Lemma 5.9 shows that
they cannot be composed in every way. When computing the morphisms coding the different evolutions
(see Figure 5.3), we see that what is important is which letter corresponds to the top loop in Figure 5.3.1.
Consequently, we can “split” the vertex 3 inG into 3 verticesV0, V1 andV2, eachVx corresponding to the
fact that the circuitθin(x) only goes through non-left special vertices (i.e., corresponds to the top loop in
Figure 5.3.1) and we put some edges between these vertices ifthe corresponding evolution is available.
Then we label the graph as follows: for allx, y ∈ {0, 1, 2} such thatx 6= y, we letFx denote the set of
morphisms labelling the loop onVx and we letFx→y denote the set of morphisms labelling the edge from
Vx to Vy. Of course,Fx andFx→y contain the morphism corresponding to the evolution,.e., Fx contains
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the morphismDy,xDz,x andFx→y contains the morphismDx,z. DefiningFx andFx→y this way ensures
that the local condition is satisfied.
Before considering the second condition of Proposition 5.5, let us modify the setsFx andFx→y accord-
ingly to what we explained in Section 5.2,i.e., in such a way that a contraction(αn)n≥N of (γin)n≥N
contains infinitely many right proper morphisms and labels apath in Figure 5.4. As all non-right proper
morphisms belong to some setFx→y, this can easily be done as follows: for allx, y, z ∈ {0, 1, 2}, x 6= y,
y 6= z, one can check that the morphismDx,zDy,x ∈ Fx→yFy→z is right proper and labels a finite path
from Vx to Vz. Consequently, for allx and ally, z such that{x, y, z} = {0, 1, 2} we can add inFx
the morphismDx,zDy,z and we add inFx→z the morphismDx,zDy,x. By doing this, the existence of
(αn)n≥N is ensured.
Now let us describe all labelled paths in Figure 5.4 with weakly primitive label (Condition 2 of Propo-
sition 5.5). The morphisms inFx and inFx→y, x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2}, are composed of morphismsDu,v for
someu, v ∈ {0, 1, 2}. Let us prove that the label(αn)n≥N of a path in Figure 5.4 is weakly primitive
if and only if for all x ∈ {0, 1, 2}, there are infinitely many integers such thatDy,x is a factor ofαn for
somey ∈ {0, 1, 2}, y 6= x. The condition is trivially necessary since if for ally, Dy,x is not a factor of
αn for n not smaller than some integerm ≥ N , thenx does not belong toαm · · ·αm+k(z) for all z 6= x
and all integersk ≥ 0. It is also sufficient. Indeed, it is clear that if, for{x, y, z} = {0, 1, 2}, the three
morphismsDx,y, Dy,z andDz,x occur infinitely often as factors of(αn)n≥m, then the directive word is
weakly primitive. Thus, to satisfy the condition without inducing the weak primitiveness, the set of mor-
phisms that occur infinitely often as factors of(αn)n≥m has to be included in{Dx,y, Dy,z, Dy,x, Dx,z}.
This is in contradiction with the way the morphisms have to becomposed (governed by Figure 5.4).✷
5.5 Preliminary lemmas for C4 and C1
In both types of graph of componentC2 andC3, there is only one right special vertex. This makes the
computation of valid paths easier to compute than when thereare two right special factors. Indeed, if
R1 andR2 are two bispecial factors in a Rauzy graphGin , the circuits starting fromR1 impose some
restrictions on the behaviour ofR2, i.e., on the way it will make the graph evolve when it will become
bispecial (see Example 5.4 where the burst of the bispecial vertexB′ is governed byθin(1) andθin(2)).
Such a thing cannot happen for graphs of type 2 and 3,i.e., the local condition of Proposition 5.5 can
be easily expressed. In this section, we introduce some notations and we give some lemmas that will be
helpful to study valid paths in componentsC4 andC1.
First, let us briefly explain what we will mean when talking about theburst of a bispecial factor.
Roughly speaking, “burst” describes the behaviour of a bispecial vertex when the Rauzy graph evolves.
These vertices are of a particular interest since those are the only ones that can change the shape of a
graph (hence they are the only ones that determine the morphismsγin since they depend on the shape of
the graphs).
Indeed, let us consider a non-special vertexV in a Rauzy graphGin . SinceV is not special, there
are exactly two verticesVp andVs in Gin+1 such thatV is prefix ofVp and suffix ofVs and there is an
edge fromVp to Vs. Consequently, the behaviour ofV whenGin evolves does not change the shape of
Gin . One can make a similar observation for left (but not right) special vertices and for right (but not left)
special vertices. The difference is that, for left special vertices (resp. for right special vertices), there are
several verticesV (1)p , . . . , V
(k)
p with k = δ−V > 1 (resp.V
(1)
s , . . . , V
(k)
s with k = δ+V > 1) that admit




s ). Consequently, the behaviour ofV whenGin evolves does not change the shape ofGin either.
For bispecial verticesV , this is not true anymore. Indeed, in the graphGin+1 there are several vertices
V
(1)
p , . . . , V
(k)
p with k = δ−V > 1 and several verticesV
(1)
s , . . . , V
(ℓ)
s with ℓ = δ+V > 1 that respec-
















depends on the bilateral order ofV . Therefore the behaviour ofV whenGin evolves
can strongly change the shape ofGin (by increasing or decreasing the number of special verticesfor
example).
The next lemma gives a method to build a sequence(ηjn)n∈N of morphisms which is a little bit different
from (γin)n∈N and that will help us to describe the valid paths inC4 andC1.
Lemma 5.11 Let (X,T ) be a minimal subshift with first difference of complexity satisfying1 ≤ p(n +
1)−p(n) ≤ 2 for all n and let(in)n∈N be the increasing sequence of integers such thatFack(X) contains
a bispecial factor ofX if and only ifk ∈ {in | n ∈ N}. There is a non-decreasing sequence(jn)n∈N of
integers such thatjn ≤ in for all n and a sequence(ηn)n∈N of morphisms inS∗ such that or alln, ηn
codes the burst of a unique bispecial factor of lengthjn in Gjn(X).
Proof: First it is obvious that if a Rauzy graphGin contains two bispecial vertices, making them burst
at the same time or separately produces the same graphGin+1 (henceGin+1). Consequently, sinceγin
describes how a graph evolves to the next one, we can decompose it into two morphismsγ(1)in andγ
(2)
in






, each one describing the burst of one of the two bispecial vertices. Then it
suffices to show that we can decomposeγ(1)in andγ
(2)
in
into morphisms ofS. This is actually obvious.
Indeed, if there are two bispecial vertices, the graph can only be of type 6 or of type 8. Then, making
only one bispecial vertex burst corresponds to consideringthat it is actually respectively of type 5 or 7 and
we know that these morphisms belong toS∗. However, we have to make it carefully: ifB1 andB2 are
the two bispecial vertices inGin and if, for instance,B1 is strong, we have to makeB2 burst beforeB1
otherwise the burst ofB1 would provide a graph with 3 right special vertices and this does not correspond




has to correspond to the burst ofB1.
To conclude the proof, it suffices to build the sequences(jn)n∈N and(ηn)n∈N. From what precedes,
the first one is simply the sequence(in)n∈N but such that whenGin contains two bispecial factors, then
in occurs twice in a row in(jn)n∈N. The second one is the sequence(γin)n∈N but such that whenGin




Example 5.12 Let us consider a pathp in G that ultimately stays in the set of vertices{7, 8}. When
the Rauzy graphGin is of type 7, there is a unique bispecial factor so the morphism γin satisfies the
conditions of the lemma, i.e., it corresponds to a morphism in (ηm)m∈N. On the other hand, whenGin
is of type 8, its two possible evolutions are represented at Figures 4.8.1 and 4.8.2 on page 256. Suppose
that the starting vertexUin corresponds to the vertexB1 in Figure 4.7 (page 255) and suppose that
Gin evolves as in Figure 4.8.1 withUin+1 equals toαB1; the others cases are analogous. We have
γin = [0, 1
k0, (1k−10)]. To decompose it as announced in Lemma 5.11, it suffices to consider thatGin is
of type 7 withB2 as bispecial vertex. We make this bispecial vertex burst like it is supposed to do (i.e. like
a weak bispecial factor). This makes the graph evolve to a graphG′in of type 1 (whose bispecial vertex is
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B1) and we consider that the morphism coding this evolution isηm = [0, 1]. Now it suffices to make this
new graphG′in evolve to a graph of type 7 or 8 with the morphismη +1 = [0, 1
k0, (1k−10)]. We then
haveγin = ηmηm+1 and these new morphisms satisfy the condition 2 in Lemma 5.11. They can easily be
decomposed by morphisms inS sinceηm = id andηm+1 = γin .
Definition 5.13 Let(jn)n∈N and(ηn)n∈N be as in Lemma 5.11. For alln we letBjn denote the bispecial
factor of lengthjn whose burst is coded byηn.
The following result directly follows from the definition ofthe morphismsηn.
Lemma 5.14 Let (jn)n∈N and (ηn)n∈N be as in Lemma 5.11. The morphismηn is a letter-to-letter
morphism if and only ifBjn 6= Ujn (where(Un)n∈N is the sequence of starting vertices of the circuits).
Remark 5.15 Observe that, as illustrated by Example 5.4, whenBjn 6= Ujn , the evolution ofGjn is
influenced by the last morphismηk, k < n, such thatBjk = Ujk . Indeed, as we have seen in Section 4.3,
the circuits starting fromUjk may depend on some parameters (the number of loops they contain for
instance) and there exist some restrictions to these parameters(ix). Actually, considering a particular
morphismηk corresponds to determining these parameters. Since some ofth se circuits go through the
other right special vertex inGjk (if it exists), these parameters influence the behaviour of this right special
vertex.
On the other hand, whenBjn = Ujn , there are no restrictions on the possibilities forηn since we do
not have any information on the circuits starting from the right special vertex that is notUjn . Also, for
graphs in componentsC4 andC1 there are no restrictions on the labels of the circuits like th re are for
Rauzy graphs of type(x) 2 or 3. Consequently, all possible morphisms are allowed. However, some of
these morphisms are only locally allowed, i.e., even if a morphism is allowed, some “infinite choices”
containing it may be forbidden. Indeed, Example 5.3 shows that a graph of type9 can evolve to a graph
of type 9 (so there is an allowed evolution) but it cannot ultimately keep being a graph of type 9 otherwise
(γin)n∈N would not be everywhere growing. To be clearer, the circuitsstarting in the right special vertex
that is notUjn also depend on some parameters and, as for the circuits starting f omUjn , there are some
restrictions on them. Those parameters arepartially determined by the morphismηn. For instance let us
consider the evolution of a graph of type 9 as in Figure 5.2 (Page 258) such thatUjn corresponds to the
vertexB in Figure 5.2.1. This evolution implies that all circuits starting from the vertexR in Figure 5.2.1
go through the loopB → B at least once.
5.6 Valid paths in C4
This component only contains the vertex4 in G and this type of graphs contains two right special vertices.
Moreover, these two right special vertices cannot be bispecal at the same time since there is only one left
special factor of each length. Consequently, we havejn = in andηn = γin for all n and, as explained in
Remark 5.15, we canlocally choose any morphism we want whenUin = Bin and we have to be careful
whenUin 6= Bin . In other words, whenUin is the vertexR in Figure 5.5, the choice of the morphismγin
is restrained by the latest morphismγim , m < n, such thatUim is the vertexB. We let the reader check
that this morphismγim is either
[0xky, xℓy, (0xk−1y)] or [xky, 0xℓy, (xk−1y)]
(ix) For instance, when there are two parametersk andℓ, one of them can sometimes not be greater than the other one.
(x) For those graphs, the right label ofθin (x) always starts withx.
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with {x, y} = {1, 2}, k ≥ 1 andk ≥ ℓ ≥ 0.
R B
Figure 5.5: Rauzy graph of type 4.
Lemma 5.16 below expresses the consequences of this morphism γim .
Lemma 5.16 Letm ∈ N andGim be a Rauzy graph of type 4.
Suppose thatUim = R and that the twoim-circuitsθim(0) andθim(1) go through the loopk andℓ times
respectively, withk ≥ 1 andk ≥ ℓ ≥ 0.
If the circuitθim(2) exists:
i. if ℓ = k, the Rauzy graph will evolve to a graphGin , n > m of type 10 such thatUin corresponds to
the vertexB in Figure 4.4.10 (page 248) and the evolution fromGim toGin is coded by the morphism
[1, 0, 2];
ii. if ℓ = k− 1, the Rauzy graph will evolve to a graphGin , n > m of type 4 such thatUin corresponds
to the vertexB in Figure 5.5 just above and the evolution fromGim toGin is coded by a morphism
in {[1, 0, 2], [1, 2, 0]};
iii. if ℓ < k − 1, the Rauzy graph will evolve to a graphGin , n > m of type 7 or 8 such thatUin
corresponds to one of the verticesR andB in Figure 4.4.7 and to one of the verticesB1 andB2 in
Figure 4.4.8. The evolution fromGim to Gin is coded by the morphism[1, 0, 2] and thein-circuit
θin(1) goes through the loopk − ℓ− 1 times.
If the circuitθim(2) does not exist:
i. if ℓ = k or ℓ = k − 1, the graph will evolve to a graphGin , n > m of type 1 such thatUin
corresponds to the vertexB in Figure 4.4.1 and the evolution fromGim toGin is coded by a morphism
in {[0, 1], [1, 0]};
ii. if ℓ < k− 1, the graph will evolve to a graphGin , n > m of type 7 or 8 such thatUin corresponds to
one of the verticesR andB in Figure 4.4.7 and to one of the verticesB1 andB2 in Figure 4.4.8. The
evolution fromGim toGin is coded by the morphism[1, 0] and thein-circuit θin(1) goes through the
loopk − ℓ− 1 times.
Proof: It suffices to see how the graph evolves. Indeed, when the vertxB bursts, we have eight possi-
bilities represented at Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. The main thing to notice is that if both circuits(xi) θim(0)
andθim(1) can go through the loopB → B respectivelyk andℓ times withk andℓ greater than 1 (ob-
serve that in this case, the circuitθim(2) goes through that loopk − 1 times), the graph will evolve as in
Figure 5.6.1 and the new circuitsθim+1(0) andθim+1(1) will go through the loop respectivelyk − 1 and
ℓ− 1 times (sok − 2 times forθim+1(2)). The computation of the morphisms is left to the reader.✷
Now we can determine the valid suffixes in componentC4. Moreover, inG we can rename the vertex4
by 4B, meaning that we always haveUin = B.
(xi) The reader is invited to check the definition ofθim for such graphs on page 252.
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R′
5.6.1 k, ℓ ≥ 2
R′
5.6.2 k ≥ 2, ℓ = 0
R′
5.6.3 k = ℓ = 1
R′
5.6.4 k = 1, ℓ = 0
Figure 5.6: Evolutions of a graph of type 4 with 3 circuits starting fromR.
R′
5.7.1 k, ℓ ≥ 2
R′
5.7.2 k ≥ 2, ℓ = 0
R′
5.7.3 k = ℓ = 1
R′
5.7.4 k = 1, ℓ = 0
Figure 5.7: Evolutions of a graph of type 4 with 2 circuits starting fromR.
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Proposition 5.17 An infinite pathp in G labelled by(γin)n≥N is a valid suffix that always stays in vertex
4 and that is such thatUiN is bispecial if and only if there is a contraction(αn)n≥N of (γin)n≥N such
that
1. for all n ≥ N ,
αn ∈
{
[0, 10, 20], [0, 20, 10], [xk−1y, 0xky, 0xk−1y], [xk−1y, 0xk−1y, 0xky],
[0xk−1y, xky, xk−1y], [0xk−1y, xk−1y, xky] | k ≥ 1
}
with {x, y} = {1, 2};
2. for all r ≥ N ,





[0xk−1y, xky, xk−1y], [0xk−1y, xk−1y, xky] | k ≥ 1
}ω
Proof: Our aim is to describe the valid suffixes inG that stay in vertex 4, accordingly to Proposition 5.5.
Let us start with Condition 1. Given a graphGin of type 4 withUin = B, the morphismγin coding the
evolution to a graph of type 4 and such that
(a) Uin+1 = B are[0, 10, 20] and[0, 20, 10];
(b) Uin+1 = R are[0x
ky, xℓy, 0xk−1y] and[xky, 0xℓy, xk−1y].
Let (kn)n≥N be the subsequence of(in)n≥N such thatUin is bispecial if and only ifin ∈ {kn | n ≥
N} and let(αn)n≥N be the contraction of(γin)n≥N defined byαn = γknγkn+1 · · · γkn+1−1. Using
Lemma 5.16, we obtain that(γin)n≥N has valid prefixes if and only if all morphismsαn belong to
{
[0, 10, 20], [0, 20, 10], [xk−1y, 0xky, 0xk−1y], [xk−1y, 0xk−1y, 0xky],
[0xk−1y, xky, xk−1y], [0xk−1y, xk−1y, xky] | k ≥ 1
}
.
Indeed, the exponentk (resp. ℓ) in the morphisms given above (in (b)) corresponds to the number of
times the circuitθin+1(0) (resp.θin+1(0)) goes through the loopB → B. Consequently, we must have
ℓ = k − 1.
Now let us consider Condition 2. All morphismsαn are right proper so we only have to take care of
the weak primitiveness and it is easily seen that(αn)n≥N is weakly primitive if and only if for allr ≥ N ,





[0xk−1y, xky, xk−1y], [0xk−1y, xk−1y, xky] | k ≥ 1
}ω
with {x, y} = {1, 2}. ✷
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5.7 Valid paths in C1
This component ofG contains the vertices 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. This component contains all subshifts
with complexity2n that have been studied by Rote [Rot94]. Any three-interval-exchange subshift also
describes a path inG that eventually ends up in this component [FHZ03].
As for componentC4, we need some lemmas to determine the consequences of some morphismsγin
on the sequence(γik)k≥n+1. The difficulty in determining the valid paths in this component lies in the
fact that we have to take care of the length of some paths in theRauzy graphs to know which morphisms
are allowed. Indeed, the morphisms that code the evolutionso Rauzy graphs of type 5 or 6 (and 7 or 8)
are the same and the precise type depends on the lengths of thepathp1 andp2 in Figure 5.8.1 (and of the
lengths of the pathsu1, u2, v1 andv2 in Figure 5.8.2. When the Rauzy graphGin is of type 6 or 8 (i.e.,
when|p1| = |p2| or when|u1| = |u2|), we know from Lemma 5.11 that we can decompose the morphism
γin into two morphisms, each one corresponding to the burst of one bispecial vertex. On the other hand,
if for example|u1| is much larger than|u2|+ |v2| in Figure 5.8.2 and if we denote byB1(1), B1(2), . . .
(resp. B2(1), B2(2), . . . ) the bispecial vertices (ordered by increasing length) in the Rauzy graphs of
larger order that admitR1 (resp.R2) as a suffix, we will see that many verticesB1(i) will burst before
thatB2(1) bursts. Consequently not all morphisms are allowed.
L1 R1 L2 R2
p1 p2









5.8.2 Type 7 or 8
Figure 5.8: The next evolutions of these graphs depend on thelength of the patsui, vi andpi.
First, the following result will be helpful to characterizevalid paths that goes infinitely often through
the vertex1 in the graph of graphs. Its proof is left to the reader, but canbe found in [Ler13].
Fact 5.18 We can suppose without loss of generality that the evolutionof a Rauzy graph of type 1 to a
Rauzy graph of type 1 is coded by[0, 10] or by [01, 1].
Next, Lemma 5.19 implies that we can merge the vertices 5 and 6to one vertex denoted by5/6 in G and
that the outgoing edges of that vertex are the same as the outgoing edges of the vertex 6 inG. However,
we have to take care of the lengths ofp1 andp2 in Figure 5.8.1 to know which morphism in the labels of
the edges can be applied.
Lemma 5.19 LetGk be a Rauzy graph as in Figure 5.8.1 and letin be the smallest integer in(in)n∈N
such thatin ≥ k. We have
{Type ofGin+1 | Gin is of type6} =
{Type ofGin+2 | Gin is of type5 andUin is not strong bispecial}
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and
{γin | Gin is of type6} = {γin ◦ γin+1 | Gin is of type5 andUin is not strong bispecial}.
Proof: The first equality can be easily checked on the graph of graphs(Figure 4.5 on page 249) and the
second one is deduced from the computation of morphisms coding the needed evolutions and is left to the
reader (see also [Ler13]). ✷
Remark 5.20 In order to describe all valid paths in the componentC1, we sometimes have to know
the precise type of a graph corresponding to the vertex5/6. Indeed, when going to that vertex in the
modified component (suppose the label of the edge isγin and thatUin+1 corresponds to the vertexR1
in Figure 5.8.1), we may want to leave it using the morphismγin+1 = [x, y
kx, (yk−1x)]. However, the
evolution corresponding to that morphism is such that the smallest bispecial factor that admitsUin+1 as a
suffix is strong (the other right special vertex is thereforesuffix of a weak bispecial factor). Consequently,
we can leave the vertex5/6 with that morphism only ifUin+1 is not bispecial, i.e., the other right special
vertex becomes bispecial beforeUin+1. In other words, we must have|p1| ≥ |p2| in Figure 5.8.1.
Next lemma deals with the same kind of stuffs as in Lemma 5.19 but for Rauzy graphs of type 7 and 8.
As for graphs of type 5 and 6, it allows us to merge the vertices7 and 8 to one vertex denoted7/8 in G. It
also allows us to delete the vertex 9 inG because it does not have any incoming edge anymore. Though
its proof is not really difficult, it is a bit long. The interest d reader is invited to check it in [Ler13].
Lemma 5.21 LetGt be a Rauzy graph as in Figure 5.8.2 and letin be the smallest integer in(im)m∈N
such thatin ≥ t. Suppose thatUt is the vertexR1 and thatθt(1) goesk times through the loopv2u2. Let
ℓ ∈ Z such that
|u1|+ (ℓ − 1)(|u1|+ |v1|) < |u2|+ (k − 1)(|u2|+ |v2|) ≤ |u1|+ ℓ(|u1|+ |v1|). (10)
Then, the graph can evolve to a graph of type
i. 1 and the composition of morphisms coding this evolution is i
{




[0, 10]h[x, y] | {x, y} = {0, 1}, h ≥ max{0, ℓ}
}
ii. 5 or 6 as in Figure 5.8.1 and the composition of morphisms coding this evolution is in
{
[0, 10, 20]h{[0x, y, (0y)], [x, 0y, (y)]} | {x, y} = {1, 2}, h ∈ N
}
.
The last type of graph that has not been treated yet is the type10. The next lemma does it.
Lemma 5.22 LetGin be a Rauzy graph of type 10. Suppose thatUin corresponds to the vertexR in
Figure 4.4.10 and that the twoin-circuits θin(0) and θin(1) respectively go through the loopk and ℓ
times withk, ℓ ≥ 0 andk + ℓ ≥ 1.
If the circuitθin(2) exists and starts likeθin(0) does (recall thatℓ ≤ k in this case), then
i. if ℓ = k,Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim ,m > n, of type 10 such thatUim corresponds to the
vertexB in Figure 4.4.10. This evolution is coded by the morphism[1, 0, 2];
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ii. if ℓ < k,Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim ,m > n, of type 7 or 8 such that theim-circuit θim(1)
starting fromUim goes through the loopk − ℓ times. This evolution is also coded by the morphism
[1, 0, 2].
If the circuitθin(2) exists and starts likeθin(1) does (recall thatk ≤ ℓ− 1 in this case), then
i. if k = ℓ− 1,Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim ,m > n, of type 10 such thatUim corresponds to
the vertexB in Figure 4.4.10. This evolution is coded by the morphism[0, 1, 2];
ii. if k < ℓ − 1, Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim , m > n, of type 7 or 8 such that theim-circuit
θim(1) starting fromUim goes through the loopℓ− k− 1 times. This evolution is again coded by the
morphism[0, 1, 2].
If the circuitθin(2) does not exist, then
i. if ℓ ∈ {k, k + 1} , Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim , m > n, of type 1. This evolution is coded
by a morphism in{[0, 1], [1, 0]};
ii. if ℓ < k,Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim ,m > n, of type 7 or 8 such that theim-circuit θim(1)
starting fromUim goes through the loopk − ℓ times. This evolution is coded by the morphism[1, 0].
iii. if ℓ > k + 1, Gin will evolve to a Rauzy graphGim , m > n, of type 7 or 8 such that theim-circuit
θim(1) starting fromUim goes through the loopℓ − k − 1 times. This evolution is coded by the
morphism[0, 1].
Proof: Indeed, if the vertexB in Figure 4.4.10 bursts as in Figure 5.9.1, the new graph is still of type
10. This evolution is coded by the morphism[1, 0, (2)]. Moreover, if for alln we denote bykin(0) (resp.
kin(1), kin(2)) the number of times that thein-circuit θin(0) (resp.θin(1), θin(2)) goes through the loop,
then we havekin+1(0) = kin(1) − 1 andkin+1(1) = kin(0). We also havekin+1(2) = kin(2) if the in-
circuit θin(2) starts likeθin(0) does andkin+1(2) = kin(2) − 1 if the in-circuit θin(2) starts likeθin(1)
does. Consequently, this evolution is repeated until either kin′ (1) = 0 or kin′ (0) = 0 andkin′ (1) = 1
for somen′ ≥ n. Then the graphGin′ evolves to a Rauzy graph of type 1, 7, 8 or 9 depending on
kin′ (0), kin′ (1) andkin′ (2) (if the circuit θin(2) exists). The computation of the morphism coding this
last evolution is left to the reader. ✷
5.7.1 Modification of Component C1
Now we can modify the componentC1 of G.
First let us modify the vertices. Lemmas 5.19 and 5.21 allow tmerge the vertices 5 and 6 to one
vertex5/6 and the vertices 7 and 8 to one vertex7/8. As already mentioned, the vertex 9 can also be
deleted (thanks to Lemma 5.21). Finally, Lemma 5.22 describes the sequence of evolutions whileUin
corresponds to the vertexR in a graph of type 10. Consequently, if a graph evolves to a graph of type 10
such thatUin = R, there is only one possible finite sequence of evolutions, the one given by Lemma 5.22.
Consequently, we can simply treat these evolutions by modifying the edges inC1 as explained just below
and we rename vertex10 by 10B, meaning that the vertexUin always corresponds to the vertexB in
Figure 4.4.10.
Now let us modify the edges and/or their labels. All modifications are direct consequences of Fact 5.18,
Lemma 5.19, Lemma 5.21 and Lemma 5.22:
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R′
5.9.1 eitherθin (2) starts likeθin (0)
does andk, ℓ ≥ 1, or θin (2) starts like
θin (1) does andℓ ≥ 2
R′
5.9.2 θin (2) starts like θin (0) does
andk ≥ 1, ℓ = 0
R′
5.9.3 θin (2) starts like θin (1) does
andk = 0, ℓ = 1
Figure 5.9: Evolutions of a graph of type 10 with 3 circuits starting fromR.
R′
5.10.1k, ℓ ≥ 1 or ℓ ≥ 2
R′
5.10.2k ≥ 1, ℓ = 0
R′
5.10.3k = 0, ℓ = 1
Figure 5.10: Evolutions of a graph of type 10 with 2 circuits starting fromR.
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• Fact 5.18 implies that we can consider only two morphisms to label the loop on vertex 1.
• Lemma 5.19 implies that the edges starting from5/6 are the same as those starting from6 in G.
• By Lemma 5.22, we can replace each morphismγin labelling an edge coming to10 in G such that
Uin+1 = R by the corresponding behaviour given in that lemma. For instance, inG, the morphism
γin = [12
k0, 2ℓ0, 12k−10] labels an edge from 6 to 10. By Lemma 5.22, this morphisms makes the
graph of type 10 evolve to a graph of type 7 or 8 or 10 depending on k andℓ. Consequently, we
delete this morphism and add two morphisms: the morphismγin ◦ [1, 0, 2] from 5/6 to 10B with
k = ℓ (casei.) and the morphismγin ◦ [1, 0, 2] from 5/6 to 7/8 with ℓ < k.
• In Lemma 5.21, as the behaviours depend on some lengths in Rauzy graphs, we simply consider
the needed outgoing edges of the vertex7/8 to be able to follow all described behaviours and put
some restrictions on the choices in Proposition 5.23.
We then obtain the modified componentC1 represented in Figure 5.11 with labels as given in Table 5.1;
those are trivially compositions of morphisms ofS.
As in the previous cases, we would like to ensure that any valid path in Figure 5.11 can be chosen in
such a way that its label contains infinitely many right proper morphisms, which is currently not the case.
For instance, any path oscillating between5/6 and7/8 such that the edge from5/6 to 7/8 is labelled by
[1, 0k2, 0k−12] does not contain any right proper morphism but can be a suffix of a valid path (Lemma 5.19
and Lemma 5.21 ensure that the local condition of Proposition 5.5 is satisfied). Thus, we have to modify
Figure 5.11 in such a way that a contraction of such a sequenceof morphisms labels another path and
contains infinitely many right proper morphisms.
As proved in Proposition 5.23, this kind of problem can be solved by adding two edges in Figure 5.11
labelled by the morphisms given in Table 5.2. We then obtain the modified component as represented in
Figure 5.12.
Proposition 5.23 An infinite pathp in G labelled by(γin)n≥N is a valid suffix that always stays in com-
ponentC1 and that is such thatUiN is bispecial if and only if there is a contraction(αn)n≥N of (γin)n≥N
such that
1. there are infinitely many right proper morphisms in(αn)n≥N ;
2. (αn)n≥N labels an infinite pathp in the graph represented in Figure 5.12 (whose labels are givn
in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2) such that
(A) if for some integern ≥ N , αn labels an edge to5/6, thenαn+1 can be in{[x, ykx, (yk−1x)] |
{x, y} = {0, 1}, k ≥ 2} only if |p1| ≥ |p2|, wherep1 and p2 are the path represented in
Figure 5.8.1 and the right special factor corresponding toαn+1 isR1;





3 w4] for some wordsw1, w2, w3 and w4 and for an integerk ≥ 1
which corresponds to the greatest number of times that a circuit goes through the loopv2u2
in Figure 5.8.2), ifh is the greatest integer such thatαn+i = [0, 10, 20] for all i = 1, . . . , h,
thenh is finite andαn+h+1 can be in{[0, 1], [1, 0]} if and only if |u1| + h(|u1| + |v1|) ≥






Figure 5.11: First attempt to modify the componentC1 in G.
From to Labels Conditions
1 1 [0, 10], [01, 1]
7/8 [x, ykx, (yk−1x)] k ≥ 2
5/6 1 [x, yx], [yx, x]
[12k0, 2k0], [2k0, 12k0] k ≥ 1
[12k0, 2k+10], [2k+10, 12k0] k ≥ 0
7/8 [1, 0k2, (0k−12)] k ≥ 1
[x, ykx, (yk−1x)] k ≥ 2
[2ℓ0, 12k0, (12k−10)] k > ℓ ≥ 0
[12k0, 2ℓ0, (2ℓ−10)] ℓ > k + 1 ≥ 1
10B [1, 01, 2]
[2k0, 12k0, 12k−10] k ≥ 1
[12k0, 2k+10, 2k0] k ≥ 0
7/8 1 [01, 1], [1, 01], [x, y]
5/6 [0x, y, (0y)], [x, 0y, (y)]
7/8 [0, 10, (20)]
10B 1 [01k2, 1k2], [1k2, 01k2] k ≥ 1
[01k2, 1k+12], [1k+12, 01k2] k ≥ 0
7/8 [0, 2k1, 2k−11] k ≥ 1
[1ℓ2, 01k2, (01k−12)] k > ℓ ≥ 0
[01k2, 1ℓ2, (1ℓ−12)] ℓ > k + 1 ≥ 1
10B [0, 20, 1]
[1k2, 01k2, 01k−12] k ≥ 1
[01k2, 1k+12, 1k2] k ≥ 0
Table 5.1: Labels of edges in Figure 5.11





Figure 5.12: Graph corresponding to the componentC1 in G.
From To Labels Conditions








Table 5.2: Labels of the two additional edges in Figure 5.12
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and such that one of the following conditions is satisfied
(i) p ultimately stays in vertex 1 and both morphisms[0, 10] and [01, 1] occur infinitely often in
(αn)n≥N ;
(ii) p ultimately stays in the subgraph{1, 7/8}, goes through both vertices infinitely often and
for all suffixesp′ of p starting in vertex7/8, the label ofp′ is not only composed of finite
sub-sequences of morphisms in
(




[0, 10]∗[1, 0][01, 1]∗{[1, 0k1] | k ≥ 2}
)
;
(iii) p contains infinitely many occurrences of sub-pathsq that start in vertex1 and end in vertex
5/6.
(iv) p ultimately stays in the subgraph{5/6, 7/8, 10B} and does not ultimately correspond to one
of the following three configurations:
(a) the path ultimately stays in vertex7/8;
(b) • the the loop over5/6 is always labelled by in[02, 12, 2] or [102, 2, 12];
• the edge from5/6 to 7/8 is always labelled by[1, 02, 2];
• the edge from5/6 to 10B is always labelled by[1, 01, 2];
• the edge from7/8 to 5/6 is always labelled by[1, 02, 2] or by [01, 2, 02];
• for all sub-pathsq uniquely composed of loops over10B, the label ofq contains only




, [02, 12, 2] | n ∈ N
}
;
• for all finite sub-pathsq composed of loops over10B and followed by the edge from




, [02, 12, 2] | n ∈ N
}∗
[0, 20, 1] {[21, 01, 1], [021, 1, 01]} ;
(c) • the paths does not go through the loop over the vertex7/8;
• the loop over the vertex5/6 is always labelled by[0k2, 10k−12, 0k−12] or by[0k−12, 10k2, 0k2]
for some integerk ≥ 1;
• the loop over the vertex10B is always labelled by[12k0, 2k+10, 2k0] for some integer
k ≥ 0;
• the edge from5/6 to 7/8 is always labelled either by[1, 0k2, 0k−12] for some integer
k ≥ 1 or by [12k0, 2ℓ0, 2ℓ−10] for some integersk andℓ such thatℓ > k + 1 ≥ 1;
• the edge from7/8 to 5/6 is always labelled by[1, 02, 2] or by [2, 01, 1];
• the edge from10B to 5/6 is always labelled by morphism[2k1, 02k−11, 2k−11] or
[2k−11, 02k1, 2k1] for some integerk ≥ 1;
• the edge from10B to7/8 is always labelled by[0, 2k1, 2k−11] for some integerk ≥ 1.
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Proof: Our aim is to describe the valid suffixes inG that stay in componentC1, accordingly to Propo-
sition 5.5. The first step is to ensure that to any valid pathp in G, there is a contraction(αn)n≥N of its
label that labels a path in Figure 5.12 and that contains infinitely many right proper morphisms. Up to
know, the results in Section 5.7 state that such a contraction labels a path in Figure 5.11, but some of
them can contain only finitely many right proper morphisms. One can check that all of them label paths
in Figure 5.13 where
1. the edge from5/6 to 10B is labelled by[1, 01, 2];
2. the edge from5/6 to 7/8 is labelled by[1, 0k2, 0k−12];
3. the edge from7/8 to 5/6 is labelled by[0x, y, 0y] and[x, 0y, x];
4. the edge from10B to 7/8 is labelled by[0, 2k1, 2k−11];
5. the loop on10B is labelled by[0, 20, 1].
5/6
7/810B
Figure 5.13: Part of Figure 5.11 where there might be some valid labelled path with only non-right proper
morphisms as labels.
It is easily seen that the labelled paths in Figure 5.13 that ultimately stay in vertex10B are not valid.
Moreover, the labels of the path of length 2 from5/6 to 5/6 (hence going through7/8) are right proper
and equal to
[1, 0k2, 0k−12] ◦ [01, 2, 02] = [10k2, 0k−12, 10k−12]
[1, 0k2, 0k−12] ◦ [02, 1, 01] = [10k−12, 0k2, 10k2]
[1, 0k2, 0k−12] ◦ [1, 02, 2] = [0k2, 10k−12, 0k−12]
[1, 0k2, 0k−12] ◦ [2, 01, 1] = [0k−12, 10k2, 0k2]
Similarly, the labels of the path of length 2 from10B to 5/6 (hence going through7/8) are right proper
and equal to
[0, 2k1, 2k−11] ◦ [01, 2, 02] = [02k1, 2k−11, 02k−11]
[0, 2k1, 2k−11] ◦ [02, 1, 01] = [02k−11, 2k1, 02k1]
[0, 2k1, 2k−11] ◦ [1, 02, 2] = [2k1, 02k−11, 2k−11]
[0, 2k1, 2k−11] ◦ [2, 01, 1] = [2k−11, 02k1, 2k1]
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To our aim, it suffices therefore to add two edges in Figure 5.11: one loop over5/6 labelled by the first
four morphisms above and one edge from10B to 5/6 labelled by the last four morphisms above, which
corresponds to Table 5.2.
With that modification of Figure 5.11, the proper condition of Proposition 5.5 is equivalent to the
condition 1 of the result. For the first condition of Propositi n 5.5 (the local one), it is a direct consequence
of all previous lemmas and of the modifications applied toC1:
1. any finite path going only through the vertex 1 is triviallyvalid;
2. the condition 2A of the result summarizes what is allowed according to Lemma 5.19 for vertex5/6;
3. the condition 2B summarizes what is allowed with vertex7/8 according to Lemma 5.21;
4. the edges going to vertex 10 in Figure 4.5 (page 249) have been modified according to Lemma 5.22.
It remains therefore to check the weakly primitive property. It is easily seen that conditions 2i to 2iv are
sufficient for the sequence of morphisms to be weakly primitive. The proof of the necessary part is rather
long so, once again, can be found in [Ler13, Appendix B]. ✷
5.8 Links between components
Now that we know how the suffixes of valid paths in each component must behave, it remains to describe
all links between them. To this aim, it suffices to look at the graph of graphsG (Figure 4.5 page 249)
and, like we did in each component, to study the consequencesof a given morphismγin on the sequel
in the directive word. For instance, inG there is an edge from 2 to 4 which is labelled by morphisms
γin depending on some exponentsk andℓ and that are such thatUin+1 corresponds to the vertexR in
Figure 4.4.4. Then, Lemma 5.16 (page 266) states that, depening onk and ℓ, the graph will evolve
to a graph of type 1, 4, 7 or 8 and 10 (withUim = B) and it provides the morphismτ coding this
evolution. Consequently, we add edges (if necessary) from 2to {1, 4B, 7/8, 10B} labelled byγin ◦ τ .
This yields to themodified graph of graphsG′ represented in Figure 5.14 (gray edges are simply those
inner components). Labels of black edges are given below. InTable 5.3, Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, we
express in the column “Through” if the morphism is the resultof a contraction like just explained. In
the previous example, we would write4R in the column “Through”, meaning that the morphisms is a
composition ofγin andτ and thatγin codes an evolution to a Rauzy graph of type 4 such thatUin+1
corresponds to the vertexR in Figure 4.4.4.
Observe that, since black edges can only occur in a finite prefix of any valid path inG′, we do not need
to compute the left conjugates of their labels.
Remark 5.24 It is important to notice that the exponentsk and ℓ in morphismsγin do not always cor-
respond to the integersk andℓ in Lemma 5.16, Lemma 5.21 and Lemma 5.22. Indeed, if for instance we
consider the evolution of a Rauzy graph of type 2 to a Rauzy graph of type 4 as represented in Figure 5.15.
The morphism coding this evolution is either[yzkx, zℓx, yzk−1x] or [zkx, yzℓx, zk−1x] for some integers
k andℓ. But, the circuitsθin+1(0) andθin+1(1) respectively gok − 1 andℓ− 1 times through the loop.












Figure 5.14: Modified graph of graphs.
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To Through Labels Conditions
1 / [x, yzx], [yzx, x], [xy, zy]
[xy, zxy], [zxy, xy]
4R [yzkx, zkx], [zkx, yzkx] k ≥ 2
[yzkx, zk−1x], [zk−1x, yzkx]
[yzk−1x, zkx], [zkx, yzk−1x]
10R [(xy)kz, y(xy)kz], [y(xy)kz, (xy)kz] k ≥ 1
[(xy)kz, y(xy)k−1z], [y(xy)k−1z, (xy)kz] k ≥ 2
4B / [x, yx, yzx], [y, yzx, yx]




V0 / [0, 120, 20], [0, 10, 210]
V1 / [01, 1, 201], [021, 1, 21]
V2 / [02, 102, 2], [012, 12, 2]













yx)] k ≥ 1
4R [zℓx, yzkx, yzk−1x] k − 1 > ℓ ≥ 1
[yzℓx, zkx, zk−1x]
10R [y(xy)ℓz, (xy)kz, (xy)k−1z] k − 1 > ℓ ≥ 0
[(xy)kz, y(xy)ℓz, y(xy)ℓ−1z] ℓ > k ≥ 1
/ [xy, zxy, zy]
4R [zkx, yzkx, yzk−1x] k ≥ 2
[yzkx, zkx, zk−1x]
10R [y(xy)k−1z, (xy)kz, (xy)k−1z] k ≥ 2
[(xy)kz, y(xy)kz, y(xy)k−1z]
Table 5.3: Morphisms labelling the black edges starting from 2 inG′








Figure 5.15: Evolution of a graph of type 2 to a graph of type 4.
To Through Labels Conditions
1 / [x, iy], [iy, x], [xi, yi]
10R [xyki, yki], [yki, xyki] k ≥ 1
[xyki, yk−1i], [yk−1i, xyki] k ≥ 2
7/8 / [i, xyki, xyk−1i] k ≥ 1
[x, iky, ik−1y] k ≥ 2
— 10R [xyℓi, yki, yk−1i] k − 1 > ℓ ≥ 0
[yki, xyℓi, xyℓ−1i] ℓ > k ≥ 1
10B / [x, ix, iy]
10R [xyk−1i, yki, yk−1i] k ≥ 2
[yki, xyki, xyk−1i] k ≥ 1
Table 5.4: Morphisms labelling the black edges starting from Vi in G′
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To Through Labels Conditions
1 4R [xky, 0xky], [0xky, xky] k ≥ 1
[xk−1y, 0xky], [0xky, xk−1y]
[xky, 0xk−1y], [0xk−1y, xky]
10R [0(x0)ky, (x0)ky], [(x0)ky, 0(x0)ky] k ≥ 1
[0(x0)k−1y, (x0)ky], [(x0)ky, 0(x0)k−1y]
7/8 / [0, xky0, xk−1y0] k ≥ 1
4R [xℓy, 0xky, 0xk−1y] k − 1 > ℓ ≥ 0
[0xℓy, xky, xk−1y]
10R [(x0)ℓy, 0(x0)ky, 0(x0)k−1y] k > ℓ ≥ 0
[0(x0)ky, (x0)ℓy, (x0)ℓ−1y] ℓ− 1 > k ≥ 0
10B 4R [xky, 0xky, 0xk−1y] k ≥ 1
[0xky, xky, xk−1y]
10R [(x0)ky, 0(x0)ky, 0(x0)k−1y] k ≥ 1
[0(x0)k−1y, (x0)ky, (x0)k−1y]
Table 5.5: Morphisms labelling the black edges starting from 4B in G′
5.9 Final Result
Now we can give anS-adic characterization of minimal and aperiodic subshift wth first difference of
complexity bounded by 2. It suffices to put together all what we have proved until now.
Theorem 5.25 Let (X,T ) be a subshift over an alphabetA and let
S = {G,D,M,E01, E12}
be the set of 5 morphisms as defined on page 244. Then,(X,T ) is minimal and satisfies1 ≤ pX(n+1)−
pX(n) ≤ 2 for all n ∈ N if and only if(X,T ) is S-adic such that there exists a contraction(Γn)n∈N of its
directive word and a sequence of morphisms(α)n∈N labelling an infinite pathp in the graph represented
at Figure 5.14 and such that
1. there are infinitely many right proper morphisms in(αn)n∈N and for all integersn ≥ 0, Γn is
eitherαn or α
(L)
n and there are infinitely many right proper morphisms and infintely many left
proper morphisms in(Γn)n∈N;
2. if p ultimately stays in componentC2 (resp.C3,C4), then the suffix ofp that stays in that component
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.8 (resp. Propositi n 5.10, Proposition 5.17);
3. if p ultimately stays in componentC1, then the suffixp′ of p that stays in that component satisfies
the conditions of Proposition 5.23 with the following additional condition: ifp′ starts in7/8, if the
edge precedingp′ in p is labelled by some morphismαn = [w1, w2wk3w4, w2w
k−1
3 w4] such that
k ≥ 1 corresponds to the greatest number of times that a circuit goes through the loopv2u2 in
Figure 5.8.2), ifh is the greatest integer such thatαn+i = [0, 10, 20] for all i = 1, . . . , h, thenh is
finite andαn+h+1 can be in{[0, 1], [1, 0]} if and only if|u1|+h(|u1|+ |v1|) ≥ |u2|+(k−1)(|u2|+
|v2|);
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Proof: The last thing that remains to prove is that all morphismsΓn belong toS∗. To avoid long decom-
positions, we define the following morphisms ofS∗. Forx, y ∈ {0, 1, 2},Dx,y (resp.Gx,y, Mx,y) is the
morphism that mapsx to xy (resp. toyx, to y) and let the other letters unchanged. The morphismEx,y
exchangesx andy.
Now we can compute all decompositions. The morphisms labelling inner edges in componentsC2 and
C3 are easily seen to belong toS∗. Hence, we can restrict ourselves to those labelling edges in components
C1 andC4 and labelling the black edges in Figure 5.14. Furthermore, the only morphisms that really need
some computation are those that depend on some exponentsk or ℓ. Observe that the conditions onk and
ℓ given below are sometimes not restrictive enough; a given type morphism might label different edges,
but the conditions onk andℓ can be different for these edges. The conditions we considerher are taken
to be the most general ones.
When having a look at the concerned morphisms in Proposition5.17, Table 5.1, Table 5.2, Table 5.3,
Table 5.4 and Table 5.5, we see that there is an integerK such that all of them can be written under the
formσ ◦ τ , whereσ ∈ S≤K andτ is one of the following morphisms (up to a permutation of the images)
[x, ykx, yk−1x], k ≥ 2
[x, ykz, yk−1z], k ≥ 1
[x, zykx, zyk−1x], k ≥ 1
[yℓx, zykx, zyk−1x], k > ℓ ≥ 0
[ykx, zykx, zyk−1x], k ≥ 1
[xyℓz, ykz, yk−1z], k ≥ ℓ ≥ 0, k + ℓ ≥ 1
For instance, the morphism[y(xy)ℓz, (xy)kz, (xy)k−1z] in Table 5.3 can be written
Dx,yEx,y[xy
ℓz, ykz, yk−1z].
Thus, all we have to do is to compute the decompositions of theprevious morphisms, as well as the
decomposition of their respective left conjugates when they exist (except for[x, yzkx, yzk−1x] that only
occurs as label of black edges, where it is useless to consider left conjugates). We obtain
[x, ykx, yk−1x] = Mz,xG
k−1
z,y Dy,z[x, y, z]
[x, xyk, xyk−1] = Mz,xD
k−1
z,y Gy,z[x, y, z]
[x, ykz, yk−1z] = Gk−1z,y Dy,z[x, y, z][x, y, z]
[x, zykx, zyk−1x] = Dk−1z,y Gy,zDy,xDz,x[x, y, z]
[yℓx, zykx, zyk−1x] = Dk−ℓ−1z,y G
ℓ
x,yGy,zDy,xDz,x[x, y, z]





[ykx, zykx, zyk−1x] = Gk−1x,y Dy,xGx,zDz,y[y, z, x]





[xyℓz, ykz, yk−1z] = Dℓx,yDx,zG
k−1
z,y Dy,z[x, y, z]
[zxyℓ, zyk, zyk−1] = Gℓx,yGx,zD
k−1
z,y Gy,z[x, y, z]
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which concludes the proof. ✷
Remark 5.26 Up to now, Theorem 5.25 is stated in such a way that we have to keep track of the Rauzy
graphs to be able to compute the length of some pathsp1 andp2 in Figure 5.8.1 andu1, u2, v1 andv2 in
Figure 5.8.2. This can actually be avoided by expressing these l ngths only using the first morphisms of
the directive word. Indeed, ifp is a valid path inG′ (labelled by(αn)n∈N) and ifp′ is a prefix ofp ending
in 5/6 (resp. in7/8), then the lengths|p1| and |p2| (resp. |u1|, |u2|, |v1| and|v2|) can be expressed only
with the label(αn)0≤n≤N of p′. The interested reader can find the calculation in [Ler13, Appendix C].
To obtain the exact complexitiesp(n) = 2n or p(n) = 2n + 1, it suffices to impose respectively that
p(1) = 2 or p(1) = 3 and that for alln ≥ 1, p(n+ 1)− p(n) = 2. This can be expressed by the fact the
Rauzy graphs cannot be of type 1 (because these graphs are such thatp(n+1)−p(n) = 1). Consequently,
one just has to impose that the pathp of the theorem does no go through vertex 1 except in some particular
cases depending on the lengths|u1|, |u2|, |v1|, |v2|, |p1| and|p2|.
Corollary 5.27 A subshift(X,T ) is minimal and has complexityp(n) = 2n (resp. p(n) = 2n + 1) for
all n ≥ 1 if and only if it is anS-adic subshift satisfying Theorem 5.25 and the following additional
conditions:
1. either the pathp of Theorem 5.25 starts in vertex 2, or, it starts in vertex 1 and α0 labels the edge
to vertex7/8;
2. in Condition 2B of Proposition 5.23 and in Condition 3 of Theorem 5.25, the inequality
|u1|+ h(|u1|+ |v1|) ≥ |u2|+ (k− 1)(|u2|+ |v2|)
is replaced by
|u1|+ h(|u1|+ |v1|) = |u2|+ (k− 1)(|u2|+ |v2|)
and in that case,αn+h+2 must label the edge from1 to 7/8;
3. in Condition 2B of Proposition 5.23, the inequality|p1| ≥ |p2| is replaced by|p1| = |p2|.
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